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Varėna

Varėna District is a region living in the rhythm
of nature, where there are vast areas of forests,
the sandy hills and slopes of Dzūkija, the dunes
formed by the winds thousands of years ago;
where there are the largest winding rivers of Lithuania the Nemunas and the Merkys, the burbling
streams of the Šalčia, the Ūla, and the Skroblus,
and various other animated brooks; where blueeyed lakes lie spread; where the creative and hospitable people of Dzūkija nurture the traditions of
their land with great love. Dzūkija National Park
and Čepkeliai State Nature Reserve preserving the
most picturesque landscapes of Lithuania are also
situated here. Cloaked in pine, the district of Varėna attracts and fascinates visitors from all over the
world with its unique nature, cultural values, and
forest goods.
6
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Nature, architecture, history
1. ČEPKELIAI STATE NATURE RESERVE
www.cepkeliai-dzukija.lt

This is the largest natural area in Lithuania, housing the habitats of wood grouses, cranes, black
grouses, and other rare animals, plants, and kinds of fungi. The reserve protects the country’s biggest bog with small relict lakes and islands situated in the interfluve of the Katra, the Ūla, and the
Grūda rivers, vast areas of fens, continental dunes of European significance, and swamp forests. An
eighteen-metre-high observation tower is built at the edge of the Čepkeliai wetlands offering an
amazing view of a bog surrounded by continental dunes.
2. MERKINĖ HILLFORT

3

Merkinė, Varėna distr.

1

In the 14th-15th centuries, one of
the strongest Lithuanian wooden
castles stood on the hillfort of
Merkinė. Today, the hillfort attracts travellers not only for its
historical value but also for one
of the most breathtaking panoramas in Lithuania opening up from
its top – the confluence of the
Merkys and the Nemunas rivers.
A great possibility to indulge in
gourmet adventures, too.

Photography by R. Guiga

3. LIŠKIAVA HILLFORT

4. ŪLA’S EYE

Liškiava Village, Varėna distr.

Mančiagirė Village, Varėna distr.

The remnants of a stone tower can still be seen
on the hillfort. It is believed that Lithuanians
were constructing a castle to repel the attacks
of crusaders; however, after the victory at the
Battle of Grunwald, the castle was no longer
needed. Picturesque views of Liškiava Church,
the Nemunas, and vast pine forests open up
from the hilltop.

It is a spring flowing next to the Ūla River, between the villages of Mančiagirė and Žiūrai.
The spring was declared a natural hydrogeological object. Local people say that the “spring
babbles” for a strong current of water and sand
keeps burbling here at all times. From the very
old times, Lithuanians believed that spring water had special powers. Inhabitants from the
nearby villages used to drink the water from
Ūla’s Eye and also used it for medical purposes.

4

5. JONIONYS STONES
Jonionys Village, Varėna distr.

2

8
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The mysterious group of Jonionys stones can be
found near Merkinė, on the left bank of the Nemunas. It is thought that this used to be an ancient paleo-astronomic observatory or a sundial.
VARENA, ALONG WITH NATURE
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7. THE DUNE OF ROOSTERS
(VALLEY HILL)
Marcinkonys Village, Varėna distr.

There are a lot of continental dunes in Dzūkija, but
they are all fixed, whereas the Gaidžiai Dune is still
mobile. It is still moving and changing affected by
the wind, battling with plants, and burying them
under the white sand. Basin wild rye grows here,
and grey hair-grass can also be found.
9
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6. BAKANAUSKAI LAKE
8. OLD LADY`S GARDEN – SOURCE OF
SKROBLUS STREAM

Kapiniškiai Village., Varėna distr.

Bakanauskai Lake and the surrounding marsh
were formed when a block of ice broke off a
retreating glacier, was buried under glacial till,
and melted. The diversity of wetland vegetation, the variety of colours and scents are best
experienced by walking a wooden trail leading
from the edge of the marsh to the lake.

Margionys Village, Varėna distr.

7

In the so-called “Granny’s Garden,” ground water issues from deep aquifers, pools in small depressions
on the surface, and then merges together to form
one flow, i.e., the source of the Skroblus Stream. It
is said that all children of Margionys Village used to
swim out of this spring of “Granny’s Garden,” where
an old woman used to catch them and hand them
to their parents.
9. ŪLA RIVER CLIFFS
Trakiškiai Village, Varėna distr.

The cliff between the villages of Mančiagirė and
Trakiškiai is one of the most beautiful sections of the
Ūla River. There is an observation platform installed
at the top of the cliff offering breathtaking views of
the river, while the cliff can be best seen from the
bridge across the Ūla below. Ūla’s Eye burbling beneath the trees is also not far away from the cliff.
10. HILL OF SHOOTING-RANGE
Marcinkonys Village, Varėna distr.

8
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During the years of the Polish occupation, a shooting
range was installed here, which was subsequently used
by Germans. At the foot of the hill, there used to be
wooden rails, along which a trolley with fixed targets
was drawn, while shots were fired from a house by the
forest. A high slope absorbed any inaccurate shots.

10
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12. PUVOČIAI OBSERVATION TOWER

15. MERKINĖ OBSERVATION TOWER

Puvočiai Village, Varėna distr.

Merkinė, Varėna distr.

The observation platform was installed in the
mobile tower near the village. The platform offers magnificent panoramas of Puvočiai Village
and the green sea of the surrounding forests.

A 26-metre-high tower offers the panoramas
of the Nemunas valley, the confluence of the
Nemunas and the Strauja, the islands of the Nemunas, and the town of Merkinė. These images
alone are worth climbing up all those stairs to
the observation platform at the top of the tower.

13. MARGIONYS BARN THEATRE
Klojimo g. 6, Margionių k., Varėnos r.

11

11. ŽIEŽULIS PATH

The theatre was established in 1920 and the first
performance – America in the Bathhouse by Antanas Vilkutaitis-Keturakis – was staged here by
the teacher Teofilis Sukackas. In the years of independent Lithuania, the theatre revived its activities – local singers still sing the songs created
by Juozas Gaidys as well as those passed over by
their parents and grandparents.

Varėna

It is a great route for those who wish to relax,
to spend some time in nature, and to restore
strength. No traffic, no pollution, only a forest
path, sandy slopes, and hills. At the end of the
route, refreshing waters of Žiežulas Lake await.

14

16. VARĖNA PARK OF
LEGENDS AND MYTHS
Varėna

The town of Varėna is decorated with the sculptures created based on the motifs of the legends
and myths of this region. In their sculptures and
benches, well-known wood artists recreated the
stories of the origin of Varėna, Perloja, Merkinė,
Liškiava, and various other most famous locations, lakes, and streams of the region.

15

13

14. M. K. ČIURLIONIS ROUTE
Starts in Senoji Varėna Village, Varėna distr.

12

12
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To mark the hundredth birth anniversary of Mikalojus Konstantinas Čiurlionis, artists erected
various sculptures and pillars – called “Čiurlionis
Route” – on the way leading from Senoji Varėna,
where the artist was born, to Druskininkai,
where he grew up and from where he went out
into the world. All artworks bear ethnographic
motifs from the works of M. K. Čiurlionis.

16
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17. MERKINĖ BIOENERGETIC PYRAMID
Česukai Village, Varėna distr.
www.merkinespiramide.lt

The bioenergetic pyramid of Česukai is also
called the “Temple of Hearts” by people. According to hundreds of witnesses, even a short
time spent in the pyramid erected under a glass
dome can provoke positive physical and spiritual changes. Even the greatest sceptics would
agree that the power of prayer, meditation, and
auto-suggestion is enormous.

18

19. CHAPEL OF DIVINE MERCY IN PANARA
Nemuno g. 1A, Panaros k., Varėnos r.
www.pnb.lt

17

18. ENSEMBLE OF LIŠKIAVA HOLY TRINITY
CHURCH AND DOMINICAN MONASTERY
Bažnyčios g. 7, Liškiavos k., Varėnos r.
www.liskiava.lt

The plan of the Church of the Holy Trinity in
Liškiava is in the form of a Greek-cross, with a
sacristy, built in the style of Late Baroque. The
church is connected to the monastery by a
narrow corridor. The shrine was built as a mausoleum of the Kosyla family and Dominican
friars. The catacombs beneath the church have
survived to our day. In 2012, a newly restored
building of servants’ quarters adjusted to the
monument of Late Baroque and adapted to
contemporary needs of Liškiava Cultural Centre
opened its doors. It is now possible to hold various personal celebrations or conferences, to
stay overnight, or just to stop by for lunch here.
14
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21. CHURCH OF THE VISITATION OF THE
BLESSED VIRGIN MARY AND MARKET
SQUARE IN VALKININKAI

Do not miss out on the opportunity to visit a
modern yet cosy Panara Full House Community
Chapel of Divine Mercy. Pilgrims and inquisitive
people from all over Lithuania come to Panara
Village situated in the forest, not too far away
from Merkinė, to take part in Sunday service of
internal healing as well as to talk personally to
Father Valerijus Rudzinskas, the founder of the
Full House Community.

The church that stood in this place was first
mentioned in historical sources in the 16th century. Later, it was repeatedly destroyed, burnt,
and rebuilt. What we see today, is a new shrine
with two towers built in the style of Classicism in
the early 19th century. Next to the church, there
is a stone-paved market square that started taking shape back in the 16th century.

20. CHURCH OF ST. MICHAEL
THE ARCHANGEL IN VARĖNA

22. CHURCH OF THE ASSUMPTION OF THE
BLESSED VIRGIN MARY IN MERKINĖ

Savanorių g. 10, Varėna

Sladkevičiaus g. 9, Merkinės mstl., Varėnos r.

In 1893, an Orthodox Church was built in Varėna
II railway station settlement. After the Orthodox
had returned to Russia, the people from the
surrounding villages collected 252,000 marks,
bought the building, and converted it into a
Catholic church. During the years of the Polish
occupation, the occupiers tried to introduce
services only in the Polish language; however,
Lithuanians insisted that services should be in
their native language.

This splendid Gothic Baroque church acquired its
current Baroque looks after the 1648 reconstruction. It is thought that the first temple was built
before 1387 from the fortress that had stood in
this place. Since the church was also often visited
by different rulers of Lithuania, all of them – starting with Casimir Jagiellon – constantly provided
funds for it. It is believed that in the past, Merkinė
could become the capital of Lithuania, while the
church could be the arcthcathedral.

Vilniaus g. 64, Valkininkų mstl., Varėnos r.

21

22
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28. CHURCH OF SAINTS SIMON AND JUDE
THE APOSTLES IN MARCINKONYS
Miškininkų g. 118, Marcinkonių k., Varėnos r.

26
23

27. CHURCH OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY
AND ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI IN PERLOJA

23. CHURCH OF ST. MICHAEL THE
ARCHANGEL IN SENOJI VARĖNA

Vytauto g. 4, Perlojos k., Varėnos r.

Vytauto g. 196, Senosios Varėnos k., Varėnos r.

In its form and structure, the church designed
by the architects Brunonas Bakaitis and Gediminas Baravykas in the village of Senoji Varėna
is reminiscent of Čiurlionis’s works. An open-type belfry is similar to that in the Čiurlionis’s
painting Spring Symphony. There is a memorial
plaque to mark the place of birth of M. K. Čiurlionis in the churchyard.

The church built in Marcinkonys in 1770 acquired its current looks only in 1880. Baroque
and Gothic styles blend beautifully in the temple’s architecture. It is interesting to note that
in 1871 Parish Priest Jonas Šoblickas came to
serve here. Despite the then authorities, he
started holding services in the Lithuanian language, distributed the national press, and organised a good local choir

24

The church documents indicate that it was built
by Vytautas the Great. In 1777, a parish was established and a larch-log church was erected. In
the years of the tsarist occupation, the people
of Perloja – deprived of the possibility to use
it – designed a new, tall, Neo-Gothic temple,
the construction of which, however, was finally
completed only in 1930. It was decorated by
Jerzy Hoppen, a famous professor from Warsaw
Academy of Fine Arts.

24. CHURCH OF THE SACRED HEART
OF JESUS IN DUBIČIAI
Piliakalnio g. 2, Dubičių k., Varėnos r.

Both the history of Dubičiai Church and its sophisticated architecture are intriguing. The current church built in 1909 imitates the style of Medieval Gothic in its pointed wooden forms. The
two jagged towers are truly eye-catching. The
temple was repeatedly rebuilt, and dates back to
the 15th century, the times of Vytautas the Great.
25. CHURCH OF ST. MICHAEL THE
ARCHANGEL IN BABRIŠKĖS
Bažnyčios g. 5, Babriškių k., Varėnos r.

In 1838, a stone masonry chapel was built in the
cemetery of Babriškiai Village, where services were
occasionally held. During the war, in 1942, Father
Juozas Rakickas, a Marian monk, came to live in
Babriškės. He built a wooden sacristy next to the
chapel, and constructed a modest parish house.
16
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26. CHURCH OF CRUCIFIED JESUS IN
AKMUO VILLAGE
Akmenio g. 35, Akmens k., Varėnos r.

The Church of Crucified Jesus in the village of
Akmuo was built in 1759 and reminds of a large
residential house. The church is wooden, with
a three-sided apse containing a sacristy and a
porch on the sides. Right in front of the temple,
there is an ancient open-type belfry. Not far
from the church, there is also a stone of a cursed
girl – regarded as a miraculous stone – that once
inspired the writer Vincas Krėvė-Mickevičius to
write the myth “Cursed Girl.”

28

27
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29. REMNANTS OF RAILWAY BRIDGES
OVER THE MERKYS AND THE VARĖNĖ

30. CHURCH OF THE HOLY TRINITY
IN NEDZINGĖ

32. COMPLEX OF ARTILLERY
RAILWAY STATION BUILDINGS

33. BERŽUPIS STREAM CULVERT

Forest in Senoji Varėna, Varėna distr.

Mokyklos g. 16, Nedzingės k., Varėnos r.

Grybautojų g., Glūko k., Varėnos r.

In 1894, when the railway segment from Varėna
to Alytus was being built, railway bridges over
the Merkys and the Varėnė rivers were constructed. In 1915, retreating tsarist armies blew
them up.

The history of the church and the village is closely linked to the noble Žilinskas family. It is a true
ray of Classicism epoch reminiscent of an ancient
shrine amidst the forests of Dzūkija, designed by
the architect Karolis Gregotovičius, a student of
Vilnius University. It can also be regarded as the
mausoleum of the Žilinskas family.

When Russian tsarist authorities established the
camp of the Vilnius Military District Army and
the military training grounds, the railway station
“Poligon” with a water tower and a water-pumping station by Lake Varėnis was built in the military town in 1894. In 1930, the sanatorium “Dainava” was opened in the former Artillery Station.

It is thought that in 1893-1894, while building
the railway section from Varėna to Alytus, a masonry arch culvert was constructed across the
Beržupis Stream. A wing-wall culvert is approximately twenty metres in length and over four
metres in width.

Forest in Senoji Varėna, Varėna distr.

31. MONUMENT TO COMMEMORATE THE
PLACE OF BIRTH OF M. K. ČIURLIONIS IN THE
CHURCHYARD OF THE CHURCH OF ST. MICHAEL
THE ARCHANGEL IN SENOJI VARĖNA
Senoji Varėna Village, Varėnos distr.

29

30

18
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The monument was created on the basis of one
of the most well-known, and most frequently reproduced paintings by M. K. Čiurlionis – Fairy Tale
of Kings – where two kings are holding the sun
in their hands, with a village in the background
of the sun. The monument is an exact sculptural
composition of the 19th century map, with clear
contours of the first church and the five nearby
buildings. The light from a window of the bronze
house symbolises the birth of a genius. While
looking at the monument, viewers turn into a
changing element of a notional painting. The author of the monument: the sculptor Gediminas
Piekuras, the architect Prof. Gintaras Čaikauskas.

31

33

32
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37. MERKINĖ TOWN BOUNDARY MARKERS
Merkinė, Varėna distr.

Merkinė that currently has the status of a town
was earlier famous as an important city that was
bursting with life, culture, and trade, where rulers of Lithuania and Poland often resided. The
town boundaries near the outgoing roads were
marked with four boundary markers bearing
the town’s coat of arms. Two of such markers
can still be seen today.
38. MONUMENT “ANGEL”
Senoji Varėna Village, Varėna distr.

The monument “Angel” produced on the basis of the motifs of M. K. Čiurlionis‘s works was
erected in front of the church of Senoji Varėna. It
looks like the angel is bowing to the temple and
protecting every passer-by.

35

35. MONUMENT TO VINCAS
KRĖVĖ-MICKEVIČIUS
Merkinė, Varėna distr.

34

34. MONUMENT TO VYTAUTAS THE GREAT
Perloja Village., Varėna distr.

The riflemen of Perloja together with the community of Perloja decided to erect an 8.3 m high
monument to mark the 500th death anniversary
of the Grand Duke of Lithuania Vytautas in the
autumn of 1929. The project was completed in
1931 and solemnly unveiled on 19 July 1931.
The required funds were raised by way of lottery and donations. During the interwar period,
the local NKVD units often opened fire on the
monument; there were at least two attempts to
bring it down.

The idea to erect the monument to the writer
Vincas Krėvė-Mickevičius – born in Subartonys
Village – was initiated by people of Merkinė.
During the consecration of the monument,
when referring to the memory of Krėvė, Professor Albertas Zalatorius said: “… We needed you
in the past, and we need you today – rebellious,
courageous, independent… Your way back
does not go through the corridors of authorities, […] but rather through the paths of your
home surroundings that lead straight to human
hearts; the hearts that will never allow these
paths to overgrow with grass.”

36

36. HOUSE WHERE KING OF POLAND
WŁADYSŁAW IV VASA DIED
Seinų g. 3, Merkinės mstl., Varėnos r.

King of Poland and Grand Duke of Lithuania
Władysław IV Vasa admired Vilnius and Lithuania a lot yet he often went to Merkinė, where
he hunted and visited his beloved Jadwiga
Łuszkowska. During one of his hunts in Merkinė,
he caught a cold and died in this house.

37

38

Photography by A. Vilbikaitė
20
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40. MONUMENT “MOTHER OF PIRČIUPIAI”

43. REMNANTS OF FRANCISCAN
MONASTERY IN VALKININKAI

Pirčiupiai Village, Varėna distr.

A granite flowing-form sculpture symbolises
mother’s pain and reminds everyone of the
tragedy, when on 3 June 1944, Hitler’s henchmen burnt the entire village down and 119 people died in flames. The monument was erected
by the sculptor Gediminas Jokūbonis in 1960.

Valkininkai, Varėna distr.

The Franciscan Monastery was built in 1635-1650.
The church with two towers and monastery buildings rose over Valkininkai on the west side of the
town, beyond the Merkys River. Subsequently,
the complex of Renaissance and Baroque architecture became the landmark of the town and its
surroundings. During the Second World War, Valkininkai was badly damaged, the Franciscan Monastery was blown up.

39

39. MONUMENT TO COMMEMORATE THOSE
DEPORTED TO LABOUR CAMPS
Varėna

“We stayed alive to be free,” says the inscription
on the monument next to Varėna Railway Station intended to commemorate deportees. It is
from here that the first cattle wagons with thousands of people from Dzūkija left for Siberia in
1944-1952.

42

42. INDEPENDENCE MONUMENT
IN SENOJI VARĖNA
Senoji Varėna Village, Varėna distr.

41

41. MONUMENT TO PARTICIPANTS
OF JANUARY UPRISING

In 1928, intellectuals of Senoji Varėna decided
to erect a monument to commemorate the
tenth anniversary of independence. In the Soviet period, the monument was mocked at and
ridiculed; in the end, it was brought down. Following the restoration of independence, people
of Varėna raised funds to restore the monument.

On 4 May 1863, the battle between the rebel
platoon led by Liudvikas Narbutas (the son of
the historian Teodoras Narbutas) and the punitive detachment of the tsarist army took place.
Killed rebels were buried in a common grave. In
1933, a monument with a plaque bearing the
names of the rebels and their slogan – “For your
and our freedom” – was erected here.

22
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Photography by R. Guiga

44. GRAND DUKE OF LITHUANIA AND KING
OF POLAND WŁADYSŁAW IV VASA’S SQUARE
AND MONUMENT

Dubičiai Village, Varėna distr.

40

44

Merkinė, Varėna distr.

In 2021, the square of Grand Duke of Lithuania
and King of Poland Władysław IV Vasa was developed next to Merkinė Square and the so-called
Vasa House. The key element of the square is the
king’s sculpture (the author Dalius Drėgva).
43
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Old villages and towns
1. DARGUŽIAI

Every self-respecting cheese enthusiast must visit Dargužiai, an
old ethnographic street village, where the Cheesemakers’ Home
surrounded by houses decorated with traditional openwork carvings is located. Also, when you come to Dargužiai, you have to
visit the traditional Craft Centre. Here,a you will be able to find
out everything about the crafts in Dzūkija, to learn how to make
various articles, or to acquire something you like most.
2. MARCINKONYS

It is one of the largest villages of Lithuania covering the area of
147 hectares. Originally, the village was just a settlement of forest
rangers first mentioned back in the 16th century. At the end of the
19th century, when Saint Petersburg–Warsaw Railway was built,
the settlement expanded. The Visitors Centre and the Nature
School of Dzūkija National Park Visitors were founded in Marcinkonys. There is also the Ethnographic Homestead of Dzūkija
National Park that displays various intere ting old tools and implements once used in the region of Dzūkija.

1

3. MARGIONYS

The village is famous for its barn theatre established in 1929, run
for a long time by Juozas Gaidys (1908-1993). To this day, rustic
people have been playing in the theatre. To the north of Margionys, there is a picturesque Skroblus Valley that stands out for its
abundance of springs as well as natural diversity. The springs of
the Skroblus stream are true assets of nature. The spring called
“Granny’s Garden” is particularly interesting.

3

2
4. MERKINĖ

4
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It is one of the oldest settlements of Lithuania situated at the confluence of
the Merkys and the Nemunas rivers. Right next to the confluence, there is a
hillfort dating back to the times of the battles with crusaders, offering the view
that is deservedly considered to be one of the most picturesque panoramas
of Lithuania. In 1569, Merkinė was granted Magdeburg rights. The Church of
the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary containing elements of Gothic, Renaissance and Baroque architecture is regarded as an architectural monument.
The old part of the town constitutes an urban monument. The Dzūkija National
Park and Čepkeliai State Nature Reserve Directorate as well as a Visitors Centre
are located in Merkinė. Merkinė is famous not only for its history and cultural
values but also for the restaurants and cafés popular with gourmets.
VARENA, ALONG WITH NATURE
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5. ZERVYNOS

It is an ethnographic village, a monument of architecture of national significance. This unique settlement has preserved the 18th-19th century layout as well as the peculiarities of folk architecture. Eight homesteads of
the village were declared monuments of Lithuanian folk architecture. The
beautiful Ūla River – greatly admired for its steep banks and springs – flows
through Zervynos.
6. MUSTEIKA

It is one of the most beautiful ethnographic villages. Old homesteads are
distributed in five separate groups on both sides of the Musteika Stream.
The village is famous for its beekeeping traditions. The path introducing
the traditions of ancient beekeeping starts and finishes here. If you walk
this path, you will be able to admire pines with hollows, sandy hills and
the mosaic of small bogs – the landscape typical of Musteika Village.

7. VALKININKAI

The town has been known since the 14th century. The old part of the town
is a particularly striking urban monument complex. The town layout is
archaic, relict, and authentic. It has been observed that it reminds slightly
of the layout Vilnius Townhall Square. Čižiūnai Village situated in the territory of the town is included in the list of cultural monuments of Lithuania. It is one of the most beautiful and typical street villages of Lithuania.

5

6
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8. SENOJI VARĖNA

The village is situated at the confluence of the Merkys and the
Varėnė rivers. The most prominent painter and composer of Lithuania M. K. Čiurlionis was born and baptised here. The Čiurlionis
Route with oak sacred roof-poles starts in Senoji Varėna and leads
to Druskininkai.

9. PERLOJA

The village was first mentioned in historical sources in 1387.
There is an interesting episode in the history of Perloja, when it
was known as the Republic of Perloja (1918-1923) and had not
only its president, constitution, and army but also its own currency, city seal, police, and guardhouse. The village became especially famous when a monument to Vytautas the Great was
erected there in 1930. During the Soviet period, there were multiple attempts to bring the monument down. As a result, it has
become a symbol of freedom.

10. ŽIŪRAI

9

The village is surrounded by green and lush pine woods, and the
winding Ūla River. Žiūrai is well-known for its ethnographic ensemble as well as skilled weavers. On the way to Žiūrai, you can also
visit the spring Ūla’s Eye, admire multiple springs flowing into the
Ūla, or simply do some fishing in Dėlinis and Dėlynaitis lakes.

10
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Museums and expositions
1. ANZELMAS MATUTIS HOLLOW-MUSEUM
Pauosupė Village, Varėna distr.

The museum prides itself on housing the poet’s
friend, his book character Drevinukas (Eng.
A Hollow-Boy) – a wax boy with a pine-cone
nose. Everyone visiting the tree-hollow has to
perform a special ritual introduced by the poet
himself: to hug the tree-hollow in the museum
yard as well as to walk along the log over the
Uosupis River.
4

5

2

1
Photography by A. and M. Černiauskas

2. DZŪKIJA NATIONAL PARK VISITORS
CENTRE IN MARCINKONYS
Miškininkų g. 61, Marcinkonių k., Varėnos r.
+370 672 46 388
info@dzukijosparkas.lt
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4. ETHNOGRAPHIC HOMESTEAD-EXPOSITION
OF DZŪKIJA NATIONAL PARK DIRECTORATE

5. VINCAS KRĖVĖ-MICKEVIČIUS
MEMORIAL MUSEUM

Miškininkų g. 6, Marcinkonių k., Varėnos r.

V. Krėvės g. 3, Subartonių k., Varėnos r.

+370 672 46 388

+370 310 57 210

info@dzukijosparkas.lt

grainioliepai@gmail.com

www.cepkeliai-dzukija.lt

www.merkinesmuziejus.lt

The ethnographic homestead consists of a
house, a barn, and a granary built in the early
20th century. Here, you will learn how the people of Dzūkija – called “šiliniai” (from Lith. šilas,
meaning pinewood) – gathered Tmushrooms,
fished, hunted; what their lifestyle was. The ethnographic homestead also offers various educational programmes such as willow weaving, egg
decoration, wool felting, and candle making.

The memorial museum of the Lithuanian literature classic Vincas Krėvė-Mickevičius stores, preserves, studies, and promotes the creative and
memorial heritage of the writer Vincas KrėvėMickevičius. Walking around the museum, not
only will you see the house where Krėvė was
born but you will also visit the legendary places
described in the writer’s works.

3

6. MERKINĖ REGION MUSEUM

www.cepkeliai-dzukija.lt

3. ANCIENT BEEKEEPING EXPOSITION

S. Dariaus ir S. Girėno a. 1, Merkinės mstl., Varėnos r.

The Visitors Centre was opened in Marcinkonys
and now houses the exposition “Surrounded by
Forests / Nature and People of Dainava Forest.”
Here, you can find the information on places to
visit, hiking and cycling trails, accommodation,
catering (tastings of Dzūkija cuisine), events,
available guide and hiking guide services, various educational activities related both to nature
and ethnoculture; to acquire various souvenirs,
publications about the national park.

Musteika Village, Varėna distr.

+370 310 39 136

+370 672 46 388

www.vienaragiui@gmail.com

info@dzukijosparkas.lt

www.merkinesmuziejus.lt

www.cepkeliai-dzukija.lt

The museum displays lithic, brass, and iron
finds; the magnificent bell of Merkinė Town Hall
– the reminder of the town’s glory – cast by the
most famous bell founder of Vilnius Jonas Delamarsas; an impressive collection of tiles, and
various other archaeological finds.

MUSEUMS AND EXPOSITIONS

In this museum, accompanied by a beekeeper,
you will see how bees in log hives are looked after, how honey and wax are processed, how log
hives and small bait hives called vabikai – intended to attract swarms of bees – are made. Also,
you will have a possibility to taste fresh honey.

6
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7. DZŪKIJA NATIONAL PARK
VISITORS CENTRE IN MERKINĖ

8. PERLOJA HISTORY MUSEUM

Vilniaus g. 3, Merkinės mstl., Varėnos r.

+370 310 47 605

+370 672 46 388

vienaragiui@gmail.com

info@dzukijosparkas.lt

www.merkinesmuziejus.lt

www.cepkeliai-dzukija.lt

The museum sheds light on the archaeological
as well as historical past of Perloja: the development of the settlement in the times of grand
dukes, and under the tsarist rule; the famous
Republic of Perloja, and the life in the years of
independent Lithuania. The museum also displays archaeological finds, old printed matter,
photos, the works of the most famous local
craftsmen, ancient farming implements and
household articles.

A contemporary modern exposition introduces
this land of rivers, streams, and springs, casting
light on the lifestyle, traditions, and historical
development of Merkinė surroundings. Here,
you can find the information on places to visit,
hiking and cycling trails, accommodation, catering (tastings of Dzūkija cuisine), events, available guide and hiking guide services, various
educational activities related both to nature
and ethnoculture; to acquire various souvenirs,
publications about the national park.

Perliaus g. 22, Perlojos k., Varėnos r.

10
10. WRITER MARTYNAS VAINILAITIS
HOMESTEAD-MUSEUM
Vatakarčmio g. 4, Vaitakarčmio k., Varėnos r.

9. LITHUANIAN TATAR HOUSEHOLD MUSEUM

+370 686 55 360

V. Krėvės g. 4, Subartonių k., Varėnos r.

It is here that the poet spent nearly thirty summers and wrote his works for children, drawing inspiration from breathtaking nature. This
manor houses a lot of wooden characters from
the poet’s fairy tales carved by the folk artist
Adolfas Teresius: dwarves, hedgehogs, pikes,
evil and forest spirits, and witches.

+370 614 78 316

It is a private museum founded in the homestead
of its owners Liusė and Vladas Gaidukevičius.
Before the war, it used to be a primary school.

11. LITURGICAL HERITAGE EXPOSITION
IN LIŠKIAVA MONASTERY BASEMENT
Bažnyčios g. 7, Liškiavos k., Varėnos r.
+370 671 88 644
administracija@liskiava.lt

7

www.liskiava.lt

8

11

Different vessels, books, sculptures, church banners and various other interesting exhibits are
displayed in the 17th-20th c. Museum of Liturgical Heritage of the Holy Trinity in Liškiava, located in the monastery basement.

9
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Entertainment, tourism equipment rentals, guides

4. QUAD BIKE RENTAL
Varėna
+370 625 62 006
gaziukas@inbox.lt
www.gaziukas.lt
FB: Keturračių nuoma Varėnoje

4

If you associate active leisure with a company
of good friends, a surge of adrenaline, and magnificent scenes, we invite you to try out a fun
quad bike ride in the most picturesque places of
Dzūkija. This exciting amusement full of adrenaline is available in beautiful and wooded surroundings of Varėna.
5. FLYING SCHOOL “ARCUS”
Valkininkai, Varėna distr.
+370 699 53 878

1

blokha@paragliding.lt
www.paragliding.lt

1. KARPIŠKĖS MINI ZOO

FB: Arcus Flying School

Karpiškės Village, Varėna distr

Paragliding is a great way to look at the earth
from a different angle as well as to experience
the sensation of absolute freedom. In the meadows next to the town of Valkininkai, you will
have the best chance to lift up to the sky and
feel the joy of flying.

+370 684 24 448
FB: Karpiškių žvėrynėlis

2

What started as a shelter for wounded wild animals two decades ago became a mini zoo, which
opened its doors to the society only ten years
ago. Currently, visitors can learn more not only
about decorative but also about wild animals
such as wolves, raccoons, various kinds of birds.

5

6. VARĖNA SPORTS CENTRE SWIMMING POOL
J. Basanavičiaus g. 2A, Varėna
+370 310 52 246

Beržų g. 17, Senosios Varėnos k., Varėnos r.

3. HORSE RIDING CLUB
“JUODASIS KLAJŪNAS”

+370 671 08 858

Liepų g. 12, Kalėnų k. Varėnos r.

www.sportas.varena.lt

varenes.zirgai@gmail.com

+370 646 56 647

FB: Varėnos sporto centras

FB: Varėnės žirgai

marta.kardoke@gmail.com

Horse riding is great fun, but when you can go
horse riding in lush forests of Varėna enjoying
fragrant fresh air – the fun is double. The stud
farm offers the possibility not only to ride in
the country but also to take part in educational
programmes, pasturing of horses for the night,
camping, and photo sessions with horses.

www.juodasisklajunas.lt

A 25-metre-long swimming pool and a sauna
complex at the Varėna Sports Centre is a great
place to have a rest, to relax, and to bounce
back. There is a special children’s zone for our
smallest visitors.

2. STUD FARM “VARĖNĖS ŽIRGAI”

34
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sporto.centras@varena.lt

FB: Juodasis klanūnas

The club “Juodasis klajūnas” offers not only classical horse-riding services but also a unique opportunity to look at the world of horses from a
different perspective. Upon your arrival, you will
be able to enjoy horse-riding at night, sleeping
among horses, or trail riding for a day or two.

6
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Kayak, paddle board, boat rentals
7. CINEMA AND EXHIBITION FACILITIES
AT VARĖNA CULTURAL CENTRE

Travel the rivers in the region of Varėna to enjoy the most breathtaking scenes. If you want an easy
yet impressive trip, do not hesitate to choose the Nemunas, the Merkys, or the Varėnė rivers. The
Šalčia and the Verseka rivers are more suitable for those who prefer loops and are not lazy to row.
The Grūda River is the most extreme Lithuanian route intended for the enthusiasts who are not
afraid of obstacles, and do not complain if they have to carry a kayak over fallen trees or stones. The
Ūla River is the most beautiful water route in Lithuania offering fantastic views of tree arches, steep
sandy slopes, and loops.

J. Basanavičiaus g. 17, Varėna
+370 310 31 124, +370 620 38 056
vkc.kinas@gmail.com
www.varenoskultura.lt
FB: Varėnos kultūros centro kino ir parodų salės

7

The latest and the best films can be enjoyed
in a modern, and comfortable cinema hall of
Varėna Cultural Centre, while expositions of fine
and applied arts are constantly updated in the
exhibition hall.

Č
AIVARAS ČESNULIS
+370 686 82 698, +370 615 23 100
cesnulis.a@zaibas.lt

8. SPORTS AND LEISURE
CENTRE “ŠŪVIO KLUBAS”

www.baidrenuoma.lt
40 kayaks

Samanų g. 59, Urkionių k., Varėnos r.

D

suvioklubas@gmail.com

DZŪKIJOS SODYBA
(DZŪKIJA HOMESTEAD)

www.suvioklubas.lt

+370 651 24 155, +370 641 11 726

FB: Šūvio klubas

info@dzukijosbaidares.lt

Do you want to try out something more extreme, something unconventional? Something
that requires a bit more courage? Shooting is
the best way to do this. What is more, the shooting range is located deep in the forest and there
is nobody to distract you.

www.dzukijosbaidares.lt

+370 678 40 404

25 kayaks

G

9

VIRGINIJUS ALUBAUSKAS

RASA BRAŽIONYTĖ

+370 652 39 016

+370 310 49 014, +370 686 38 978

+370 699 96 845

40 kayaks

v.alubauskas@gmail.com

uabkeruze@gmail.com

www.baidaresula.lt

www.keruze.lt

ANGELIJA GRIEŽIENĖ

40 kayaks

16 kayaks, 1 transparent boat,

+370 615 66 170

2 sailing boats, 6 simple boats,

www.sodybabaidares.lt

3 pedalos, 8 paddle boards

18 kayaks

DANUTĖ BENDARAVIČIENĖ

goSUP.lt

9. VŠĮ “DIDELĖS AKYS“
Versekos g. 26, Krūminių k., Varėnos r.

LAIMA ADLIENĖ

+370 659 64 737

+370 618 17 135

info@didelesakys.lt

12 kayaks

www.didelesakys.lt
FB: Didelės akys - parama neįgaliems vaikams

8
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The public establishment “Didelės akys” invites
families with disabled children to spend time in
nature, by the water; to take part in the lessons
of pottery.
In the winter season, when weather conditions
are more favourable, we offer skiing and sledge
riding services in our ski runs (there is a possibility to rent the necessary sports equipment).

ADELĖ GRIGIENĖ

B

A

+370 677 65 752,
info@gosup.lt
www.goSUP.lt
Paddle boards

+370 615 60 013

B

www.baidares-spengla.lt

ARŪNAS AND AUDRIUS
BARYSAI

30 kayaks

+370 698 15 919, +370 682 15 500

JUOZAS IGNATAVIČIUS

broliubaidares@gmail.com

BEBRO TURIZMAS
(BEAVER’S TOURISM)

www.broliubaidares.lt

+370 648 95 760

info@baidaresmerkiu.lt

andriusbabravicius1@gmail.com

www.baidaresmerkiu.lt

www.bebroturizmas.lt/

27 kayaks

I
+370 674 48 447

40 kayaks
VARENA, ALONG WITH NATURE
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Kayak, paddle board, boat rentals
S
SABO BAIDARĖS
(SABAS’S KAYAKS)

J
CAMPING
“JUOSTANDIS“

+370 698 32 475, +370 610 46 227

+370 610 74 347,

eglesabon@gmail.com

+370 609 96 059

www.sabobaidares.lt

info@juostandis.lt
www.juostandis.lt

JUOZAS SČESNULEVIČIUS

30 kayaks

+370 611 43 703
juozasscesnulevicius@gmail.com

K
ADOLFAS KARPIS

www.juoza.lt

+370 687 73 962,

50 kayaks

V

U

+370 619 75 900

VALDIMANTAS
URBONAVIČIUS

+370 618 04 422,

ANGELĖ VAŠKELIENĖ

STASYS SEREIČIKAS

+370 615 66 151

+370 685 31 411

GEDIMINAS PUOČIAUSKAS

+370 686 08 999

valdimantas7@gmail.com

vaskeliene@gmail.com

+370 615 88 546

sereicikasstasys@gmail.com,

www.papartis.com

www.puvociubaidares.com

info@pasvida.lt

baidaresgruda@gmail.com

www.baidares-ula.lt

Kayaks and rafts

25 kayaks

HOMESTEAD “KADAGYS“

www.baidariu-nuoma.pasvida.lt

www.grudosbaidares.lt

40 kayaks

+370 692 09 682

30 kayaks

30 kayaks

karpienel@gmail.com
www.plaustai.lt

VIDAS LUKŠYS

10 ten-person inflatable rafts

+370 686 06 272

upeivis.dzukija@gmail.com

M

V
JONAS VERBICKAS

MARIUS VARANAUSKAS

ARTŪRAS SVIRNELIS

+370 687 97 583, +370 616 04 044

+370 692 40 072, +370 622 43 323

MB “PELKIŲ BOBA“

+370 687 50 826

baidariunuoma@gmail.com

info@baidarestau.lt

LAIMA MAČIONIENĖ

+370 645 02 040

www.baidareszervynose.lt

www.zemynula.com

www.baidarestau.lt

+370 614 24 814, +370 688 28 025

kuku@pelkiuboba.lt

45 kayaks

12 kayaks

15 kayaks

JONAS KAZIUKEVIČIUS

laima.macioniene@gmail.com

www.pelkiuboba.lt

+370 622 66 961

www.grikucis.lt

21 kayaks

8 kayaks

12 kayaks

www.kadagys.lt
50 kayaks

HOTEL “VILA ŪLA“
+370 679 93 318, +370 374 57 579

HOMESTEAD “PRIE MERKIO“

info@vilaula.lt
www.vilaula.lt

RIMUTĖ KARČIAUSKIENĖ

VIRGINIJA MACKEVIČIŪTĖ

+370 687 10 461

+370 611 17 306, +370 618 64 131

+370 612 94 582

justinas.politika@gmail.com

rimute.karciauskiene@gmail.com

info@ulosvingis.lt

20 kayaks

12 kayaks

www.ulosvingis.lt

STANISLOVAS VYŠNIAUSKAS
+370 612 60 210, +370 652 19 190

R
DAINIUS RUDYS

jurgitaraulu@gmail.com
www.dzukudzyvai.lt

VYTAUTAS KUODYS

AUDRIUS MIŠKINIS

+370 699 63 526

+370 698 02 754, +370 616 76 320

+370 610 35 199

info@baidariunuoma24.lt

+370 616 04 188, +370 687 11 749

info@baidaresvarena.lt

www.baidariunuoma24.lt .

10 kayaks

www.baidaresvarena.lt

11 kayaks

Ž
GENĖ ŽILIENĖ

P
L

+370 682 19 005

VIRGINIJA PAULAUSKAITĖ

ANGELĖ RAULUŠAITIENĖ

JUOZAS LANKELIS

+370 699 49 422

+370 687 91 053

+370 687 84 775

info@baidariunuoma.lt

angeleraulusaitiene@yahoo.co.uk

+370 648 95 760

juozas.lankelis@gmail.com

www.baidariunuoma.lt

20 kayaks

andriusbabravicius1@gmail.com

www.baidares-varenoje.lt

35 kayaks

12 kayaks

www.bebroturizmas.lt/
40 kayaks
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Guides

Bicycle rentals
One of the most interesting ways to discover the region of Varėna is cycling. When you cycle through
lush forests of Dzūkija, fragrant vast meadows, looping rivers and streams, mysterious lakes, and
authentic villages of Dzūkija that still nurture the old traditions, you will realise that the region of
Varėna still lives in the rhythm of nature.

EXCURSIONS AROUND THE
TERRITORY OF DZŪKIJA
NATIONAL PARK
DZŪKIJA NATIONAL PARK
VISITORS CENTRE
IN MERKINĖ

EXCURSIONS AROUND THE
TERRITORY OF DZŪKIJA
NATIONAL PARK AND ČEPKELIAI
STATE NATURE RESERVE

EXCURSIONS IN MERKINĖ,
SUBARTONYS, PERLOJA
MERKINĖ REGION MUSEUM
+370 310 39 136;
+370 619 62 358;

+370 672 46 275

DZŪKIJA NATIONAL PARK
VISITORS CENTRE IN
MARCINKONYS

merkine@dzukijosparkas.lt

+370 672 46 388

www.merkinesmuziejus.lt

www.cepkeliai-dzukija.lt

info@dzukijosparkas.lt

FB: Merkinės krašto muziejus

FB: Dzūkijos Nacionalinis Parkas -

www.cepkeliai-dzukija.lt

Dzukija National Park

FB: Dzūkijos Nacionalinis Parkas -

+370 616 52 907
vienaragiui@gmail.com

Dzukija National Park

LINA ČERNIAUSKIENĖ
+370 629 64 868
kapiniskes@gmail.com
FB: Linos Černiauskienės kaimo
turizmo sodyba

KELIAUK DZŪKIJOJE
+370 686 46 252
keliaukdzukijoje@gmail.com
www.keliaukdzukijoje.lt
FB: Keliauk Dzūkijoje

LAIMA SAVIŠČEVIENĖ
+370 616 52 606
laimamer@yahoo.com
www.sodybasilas.lt

GINTARAS SADAUSKAS

HOTEL “VILA ŪLA“

EXCURSIONS, HIKES
IN SENOJI VARĖNA

FB: Kaimo turizmo sodyba „Šilas“

+370 686 08 621

SABO BAIDARĖS
(SABAS’S KAYAKS)

+370 679 93 318, +370 374 57 579

ADOMAS TARASKEVIČIUS

autosadas@gmail.com

+370 698 32 475, +370 610 46 227

info@vilaula.lt

+370 685 71 717

14 bicycles

eglesabon@gmail.com

www.vilaula.lt

EXCURSIONS IN VALKININKAI

www.sabobaidares.lt
15 bicycles

info@visitvarena.lt
www.visitvarena.lt

DANUTĖ BLAŽULIONIENĖ

FB: Po Senąją Varėną

+370 685 71 525
d.blazulioniene@gmail.com
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Educational programmes
Liepų g. 3, Dargužių k., Varėnos r.

1. DARGUŽIAI CRAFT CENTRE

+370 655 57 477
Duration: from 1.5 to 2 hours depending on the number

amataidarguziuose@gmail.com

of participants age and needs.

www.darguziuamatucentras.lt

“FROM GRANDMOTHER’S
CHEST”

Participants will listen to the
story about one of the oldest
folk crafts, i.e., weaving, and
about one of the oldest types
of fabrics, i.e., sashes. During
this educational workshop,
you will be able to make your
own simple book mark or
a friendship bracelet.
“HERBS HEAL AND SOOTHE”
WOOD CARVING ART

The programme presents the
tools and materials used in
wood carving as well as kinds
of wood, carving techniques
and styles. Participants will be
able to make their own small
article of wood (a teaspoon,
a nesting-box, a bird feeder, etc.).
YEAST PASTRY / POTATO
PANCAKE ON CABBAGE
LEAVES / CABBAGE SOUP
OF DZŪKIJA REGION

Participants will have the
possibility not only to listen
to various stories about traditional cuisine of Dzūkija but
also to knead, and form their
own pastry, and put it into
a wood-fired oven.

42

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMES

Members of the programme
will learn about the history of
herbalism in Lithuania, how
to find and identify herbs, and
make specific products out
of them. The programme also
includes a tea tasting.
“A MAIDEN’S FATE IS LIKE
GREEN RUE”

This educational programme
teaches simple yet truly engaging Lithuanian traditional
dances, games. It is a great opportunity to boost staff team
spirit, to improve communication in class, to add a vibrant
touch to your family celebrations, or to get to know dance
traditions better.

SHEPHERDS’ SONGS
AND GAMES

The programme includes simple ancient games, introduces
participants to the world of
songs and fairy-tales, and asks
various riddles. It brings a lot of
joy to children, helps to relax
and, at the same time, to learn
more about family traditions in
Dzūkija.
“WHO LIVES IN A BEEHIVE?”

Upon arrival in the Craft
Centre, you will be met by
a beekeeper, who will tell you
about a long path of honey
and a short life of bees; about
the traditions of bee harvesting. You will be able to choose
between a honey tasting or
a candle making lesson.

WOOL FELTING

“MAKE CLAY SPEAK“

“DRAWING IN CHARCOAL”

The programme introduces
participants to various kinds
wool, its preparation for
felting, the related tools, and
felting techniques. Guests will
be able to try out wet felting
– with water and soap – or
needle felting.

The educational programme
presents one of the oldest
crafts, i.e., pottery. Having
learnt about various tools
used by potters, guests will
be able to mould clay, and to
make their own little souvenir.
It is also possible to choose
only the making of a souvenir.

Programme participants
will learn about the history
and techniques of charcoal
drawing. The teacher will
demonstrate how such artist’s
charcoals are made. Each
guest will be able to produce
their own drawing on
a special paper.

“A BEE’S WAIST, A FLAX HEART,
THE RISING MOON ABOVE”

THE MAKING OF STRAW TOYS

In this programme, participants
will learn more about various
means of interior lighting in
Dzūkija as well as the history
of candles. During a practical
workshop, guests will have a
chance to try out the oldest
candle making technique, i.e.,
the making of traditional handdipped beeswax candles.

Participants learn about artworks of Lithuanian customary art, traditional Christmas
home décor elements; will be
able to distinguish different
kinds of crops, and prepare
the raw materials needed
for the making of straw toys.
You will also make your own
Christmas tree decorations.

“WILLOW BRANCHES
TWINED AND INTERTWINED”

“HOW BREAD IS MADE”

“GRANDMA’S COTTAGE
CHEESE”

Each participant will be able to
form and decorate their own
loaf of bread. While the bread
is baking, you will learn more
about the path of bread, the
daily routine of our ancestors,
and the ancient tools. You
will also realise why the path
of bread is not easy and why
bread should always be loved,
respected, and cherished.

In the programme, participants
will find out how milk ends
up on our table, how it turns
into curd, and, subsequently,
into cheese. You will be able to
touch, to taste milk and curd;
to take part in the making and
tasting of cottage cheese.
“LET US MAKE ICE-CREAM”

Participants of the programme
will learn about the history of
ice-cream both in Lithuania
and in the world. You will be
able to bake your waffle, make
ice-cream, cook caramel, and
have a delicious dessert.

Participants will learn about
the old willow weaving
techniques, the needed raw
materials and their preparation. Also, they will be able
to weave their own small
basket or a flower.
“PHOTOGRAPHY WITH US
AND AMONG US”

In the programme, participants
will learn not only how to
capture images in a masterful
way but also how to see the
emotion, the mood, and the
feeling in each of them. This will
help our guests to develop and
use their abilities to the full, to
implement their ideas, and
to enjoy the result.
A meeting with the photo artist
Ričardas Anusauskas and the
nature videographer Rūta
Žemaitienė
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COGNITIVE PROGRAMME
“POTTERY OF MERKINĖ”

2. THE CHEESEMAKERS’ HOME IN DARGUŽIAI

In this programme, you will learn about pottery
traditions in the surroundings of Merkinė, will
have the possibility to take a look at four different types of pottery kilns, and will see with your
own eyes how a clay pot is made.

Merkio g. 53, Dargužių k., Varėnos r.
+370 655 29 171
merkiosurinukas@gmail.com
www.surininkunamai.lt

Duration: 1 hour

EDUCATION / CHEESE TASTING

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME
“LEGENDS OF CLAY IN MERKINĖ”

The tasting of various kinds of cheeses made
by farmers of Varėna District together with
the “Sūrininkas” bread and home-made salted
caramel. The programme includes sheep, goat,
and cow milk cheeses (fresh and ripened).

Participants will find out about pottery traditions in Merkinė. Later, they will have the possibility to learn how to make different size and shape
clay articles, and to decorate them.

Duration: 40 minutes

Duration: 1 hour

3. GDL BRICKYARD

5. HOMESTEAD “GRIKUCIS”

Versekos g. 26, Krūminių k., Varėnos r.

Žarkauskų g. 7, Pamerkių k., Varėnos r.

+370 659 64 737

+370 614 24 814

info@ldkplytine.lt

laima.macioniene@gmail.com

www.ldkplytine.lt

www.grikucis.com

Education programmes on the making of
bricks and tiles employing the same methods
that were used in the 14th-19th centuries, i.e., by
mixing the clay, putting it into wooden moulds,
and firing bricks in high temperature.

4. MERKINĖ CRAFT CENTRE
“VIENARAGIŲ ŠILAS”

ADVENT IN THE HOMESTEAD “GRIKUCIS”

“AWAITING EASTER”

Participants engage in the making of various
decorations for a Christmas tree, and in the
baking of cookies in an ancient wood-fired oven.
When all the work is done, they can relax with a
cup of herbal tea and a piece of “hare’s pie.”

Guests decorate Easter eggs with wax and various
herbs collected in the nearby forests. They also
make beeswax candles, and play ancient games.
Duration: 4 hours

Durations: 3 hours

THE MAKING OF SODAI

“THE PATH OF BUCKWHEAT FROM
SEED TO OUR TABLE”

This task requires special meticulousness and
concentration, yet the final result will certainly
add a touch of exceptional beauty to your home.
Duration: from 2 to 4 hours

+370 686 49 360, +370 615 14 343

In the programme, buckwheat is threshed, and
is ground with ancient millstones; then, batter is
prepared and buckwheat pancakes are made. They
are usually served with buckwheat blossom tea.

merkine@yahoo.com

Duration: 4 hours

A special potato pancake called bandos is baked
on dried cabbage leaves in a wood-fired oven.

Kauno g. 29, Merkinės mstl., Varėnos r.

www.vienaragiusilas.lt

“WITH THE FIRST SIGN OF SNOW, POTATO
BANDOS WITH PORK BELLY SAUCE”

Duration: 4 hours
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6. HOMESTEAD “ŠILAS”

7. LINA ČERNIAUSKIENĖ’S HOMESTEAD

Education duration: from 1.5 to hours depending on the

+370 616 52 606

Sodžiaus g. 12, Kapiniškių k., Varėnos r.

number of participants age and needs.

laimamer@yahoo.com

+370 629 64 868

www.sodybasilas.lt

kapiniskes@gmail.com

WREATH MAKING AND OTHER
NATURAL HOME DECORATIONS

Having collected all the necessary components from the surrounding nature, we will make
wreaths, bouquets, postcards,
and pictures that will certainly
add a touch of warmth and
cosiness to your home.
STRAW TOYS

During the Advent period, or
just any other time, come to
Dzūkija and learn how to make
traditional Christmas tree decorations or a Christmas Star from
straw. These straw decorations
will undoubtedly bring warmth,
light, festive mood, and happiness to your home.
SODAI OF STRAW

We will speak about the symbols
of these straw decorations called
Sodai, focusing on their role in
customs, various designs, and
ornaments. You will find out
about the structure of a Sodas,
its components, and, finally, the
compositional place in a traditional interior. You will also learn
how to make one yourselves.
CANDLES

We encourage you to engage
in interesting activities on long
winter nights. Come to Dzūkija
and make your own beeswax
46

Maksimonys Village, Varėna distr.
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candle that will fill your home
with wonderful aromas.
PAPERCUTTING

You will definitely find this
programme useful as each
and every one of us will make
a nice paper cutting that will
embellish our homes. We
will also learn how to make a
postcard or a small curtain that
used to decorate our ancestors’
windows.
EGG DYING WITH WAX

We will speak about Easter
traditions, customs, symbols,
and ornaments. We will learn
how to decorate Easter eggs
with wax. We will take part in an
Easter egg rolling competition,
egg cracking, and various other
Easter games.
CHRISTMAS EVE DISHES AND
CUSTOMS IN DZŪKIJA

In the programme, you will
learn about Christmas Eve
customs, the preparation of
traditional dishes in Dzūkija,
Christmas Eve etiquette,
symbols, fortune-telling, and
magic. You will be able to try
our cranberry kissel, poppy
milk, traditional Christmas Eve
cookies kūčiukai, buckwheat
pie babka, apples, hazelnuts.

THE MAKING OF EASTER
PALMS VERBOS

The programme concentrates on Palm Sunday, Easter
traditions, customs, symbols,
ornaments, and types of Easter
palms verbos. You will be able
to make your own ancient and
decorative Easter palms.

“BAG IS RIPPING, BUCKWHEAT IS SLIPPING…”

The programme focuses on the importance of
buckwheat to the people of Dzūkija. A buckwheat pie called babka is made and, while it is
baking, guests can indulge in buckwheat porridge brewed in a wood-fired oven. After an hour
or so, the babka is ready and can be enjoyed with
a cup of herbal tea.
Duration: 2 hours

THE MAKING OF POTATO
BANDOS IN DZŪKIJA

Don’t worry, you will not need
to dig any potatoes, yet, in this
programme, you will have to
follow the entire path of how
this delicious potato dish baked
on dried cabbage leaves in a
wood-fired stove ends up on
our table. Naturally, the best
part of the programme – a tasting – comes next.
IDENTIFICATION AND
COLLECTION OF HERBS

You will find out about various
herbs, their collection, drying,
preparation, and use. You
will have the possibility to
identify and collect various
organic herbs growing in the
garden and in the meadows
surrounding the homestead.
Finally, you will enjoy a cup of
organic herbal tea with a slice of
buckwheat pie babka.Ragausite
ekologiškos žolelių arbatos su
grikine babka.

8. LĖLAŽOLĖS
Gandrų g. 37, Musteikos k., Varėnos r.
+370 652 23 401
rmalunaviciene@gmail.com

A seminar on plant distillation, during which
you will find out what plants are suitable for
distillation and what they can be used for. You
will be able to make your own hydrolat.
Duration: from 3 to 4 hours

A walk around a peaceful village of Musteika observing the fruits of nature, collecting plants to promote
our health and strengthen our organism. You will
learn what can be made from herbs for our internal
and external wellbeing.
Duration: from 2 to 3 hours

9. ART STUDIO “KADAGYS”
OF VARĖNA CULTURAL CENTRE
J. Basanavičiaus g. 31, Varėna
+370 687 82 043
algirdasjusk@gmail.com
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CARVING LESSONS

10.3. LESSONS ON ETHNOCULTURE

In the studio, the carver Algirdas Juškevičius
teaches how to make simple articles – a boat
from pine bark, a shepherd’s whistle, or a spatula.
More experienced participants will be able
to carve out a spoon or make a wooden toy.

HERBING

STARTING A FIRE WITH FLINT

Participants learn how to identify plants and how to use then
in traditional ways.

Duration: from 1 to 2 hours

At the Visitors Centre in Marcinkonys

Participants learn how to find
and process flint; to identify
woody fungi – the actual tinder fungus – and to start
a fire with flint.

and Zackagiris Nature Trail.

At the Apiary of Hollow-Tree

10. DZŪKIJA NATIONAL PARK AND
ČEPKELIAI STATE NATURE RESERVE
DIRECTORATE

Vilniaus g. 3, Merkinės mstl., Varėnos r.

Beekeeping in Musteika Village.

+370 672 46 388
info@dzukijosparkas.lt
www.cepkeliai-dzukija.lt

10.4. LESSONS OF NATURE
EVERGREEN PINE

10.1. CRAFT TRAINING
THE MAKING OF STRAW
SODAI

THE MAKING OF CANDLES
AND PREPARATION OF WAX

The training presents the
symbols, the role in traditional
culture of the straw decorations sodai, and their spread
in Dzūkija. Participants will
have the possibility to make
the key figures of a straw sodas
(garlands, starlets, etc.) and the
sodas itself.

Participants will be introduced
to the world of this traditional
craft. Also, they will learn about
the basics of hollow-tree beekeeping. Each guest will make
their own candle

At the Visitors Centre in Marcinkonys.

Village.

WOODPECKER

WETLANDS

Preparation: to wear the clothing and

Duration: 3 hours, for groups of

Duration: 3 hours, for groups of
minimum 10 people.

This lesson is intended to develop the knowledge of nature
of preschool and school (year
1) children. Participants learn
how to identify a woodpecker,
what these birds eat and how
they live. Also, children learn
more about trees.

shoes suitable for a walk in the forest.

minimum 10 people.

At the Nature School of Dzūkija

In the ethnographic homestead of

National Park, its territory.

Marcinkonys Village and the Apiary of

Duration: 2 hours, (including a trip to

Hollow-Tree Beekeeping in Musteika

nature).

Participants learn how to make
galkelės, a ceremonial
Christmas Eve dish.

At the Nature School of Dzūkija

The lesson is intended to
develop the knowledge of
nature of schoolchildren
(years 5-8). In the lesson,
children learn how wetlands
are formed and how they
develop; they study the wetland peat layer, water, and the
distribution of wetland plants.

National Park, its territory.

At the Nature School of Dzūkija

The lesson is intended to develop the knowledge of nature of
schoolchildren (years 9-10). In
the lesson, participants acquire
more in-depth knowledge
about rivers and creeks; learn
how to measure river discharge.

Duration: 2 hours, (including a trip to

National Park, its territory.

At the Nature School of Dzūkija National

The education programme takes place

at the Centre of Organic Development

The education programme takes place

nature).

Duration: 2 hours, (including a trip to

Park, its territory.

at the Centre of Organic Development

in Darželiai Village.

at the Centre of Organic Development

Preparation: to wear the clothing and

nature).

Duration: 2 hours, (including a trip to

in Darželiai Village.

Duration: 3 hours, for groups of mini-

in Darželiai Village.

shoes suitable for a walk in the forest.

Preparation: to wear the clothing and

nature).

Duration: 3 hours, for groups of

mum 10 people.

Duration: 3 hours, for groups of

shoes suitable for a walk in the marsh.

Preparation: to wear the clothing and

10.2. CULINARY HERITAGE EDUCATION
THE MAKING OF POTATO
BANDOS

THE MAKING OF BUCKWHEAT
BABKA

Participants learn how to
make a special potato pancake
bandos, a traditional dish of
Dzūkija region.

Participants learn how to make
a buckwheat pie babka, a traditional dish of Dzūkija region.

minimum 10 people.
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The lesson is intended to
develop the knowledge of nature of schoolchildren (years
2-4). In the lesson, children
observe and analyse pine
cones, and pine seeds. Also,
they observe different-age
pines and their characteristics.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMES

The education programme takes place

THE MAKING OF CHRISTMAS
EVE COOKIES GALKELĖS
(KŪČIUKAI)

minimum 10 people.

RIVERS AND CREEKS

shoes suitable for a walk in the forest.
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Partisan commemorative signs
The partisan movement in the south of Lithuania
was of particularly large scale. The fighters of the
region were known for their extensive and courageous campaigns against the occupiers; however,
the number of casualties among them was probably the greatest.
There were several favourable circumstances for
the partisan activities to spread in Dzūkija. In the
years of the German occupation, a part of men
had already participated in self-defence platoons
battling against the Reds and the Polish partisans
(akowcy). Having laboured for two decades under
the yoke of the Polish occupation, people of the
left bank of the Merkys River had already been
in great accord with each other and had a lot of
hardy people strengthened by the underground

activities against foreign occupiers. Meanwhile,
the people of Dzūkija living by the demarcation
line separating the occupied part of the country
from independent Lithuania, were eager to start
the fight against the occupiers at any time. A lot of
men belonged to the organisation – the Riflemen’s
Union – and were really good with guns.
Natural conditions were also favourable for the
partisan war. The woody and hilly terrain of
Dzūkija constituted a better setting for partisan
activities than the plains of Suvalkija or Žemaitija.
Here, it was easier to escape the rampaging of the
Soviet army.
An excerpt from the book Partisans of Lithuania,
1944-1953.

1. THE HEADQUARTERS OF THE GRAND DUKE OF LITHUANIA
VYTAUTAS COMPANY OF THE PARTISAN KAZIMIERAITIS
FORMATION AND THE NEMUNAS SQUAD BUNKER
Jakuliai Forest, Varėna distr.

1

GPS: 54.16753, 24.47041 (WGS)

Following the death of the leader of the company Adolfas
Baublys Merkys in the former headquarters on 25 January 1949,
a young, brave, and clever partisan – Vincas Kalanta-Nemunas –
took over the management of the company. It was his decision to
establish a bunker in the Jakuliai Forest.
2

3
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PARTISAN COMMEMORATIVE SIGNS

On 19 June 1949, the agent Raktas – recruited by the MGB – indicated the location of the dugout and the bunker where the partisans of the headquarters were staying. During the operational
actions ordered by the MGB-MVD, two partisans and the leader
of the squad were killed, the rest were taken captive. The bodies
of the killed partisans were thrown into the bunker and blown
up. Subsequently, the men of Žiūrai Village dug the dead bodies
out and buried them in the village cemetery.

2. THE HEADQUARTERS OF THE GRAND DUKE OF LITHUANIA
VYTAUTAS COMPANY OF THE PARTISAN KAZIMIERAITIS
FORMATION AND THE MERKYS SQUAD BUNKER
Palkabalys Forest, Varėna distr.
GPS: 54.149336, 24.569168 (WGS)

In the autumn of 1944, the men of the town of Perloja and the
adjacent neighbourhoods started to arm themselves and to
form a squad led by the former chief of the police station Adolfas
Baublys-Merkys, an authoritative, clever, and righteous leader.
The Perloja Partisan Squad was renamed after his nickname. In
the spring of 1948, the Merkys Squad built a spacious dugouttype bunker that could accommodate up to fifteen partisans.
However, the main guardian of the bunker – the agent Kirvis –
was recruited by the MGB and showed the location of the partisan hiding place. On 24 January 1941, ten partisans were killed
in a lopsided battle. Several decades later, their bodies were dug
out and buried in the churchyard of Perloja Church on 10 August
1996. In 1999, a monument was erected in the place of their death
on the initiative of Varėna political prisoners and deportees.
3. THE BUNKER OF THE GENYS SQUAD OF THE GRAND DUKE
OF LITHUANIA VYTAUTAS COMPANY OF THE PARTISAN
KAZIMIERAITIS FORMATION
Palkabalys Forest, Varėna distr.
GPS: 54.139169, 24.547366 (WGS)

In 1951, the bunker of the Genys Squad of the partisan Kazimieratis Formation of the Dainava military district was established.
The squad was named after its leader Petras Vaitkus, who had selected the nickname of Genys.
On 17 May 1952, Vaitkus-Genys was arrested by hitmen agents
dressed in Lithuanian partisan uniforms. Not being able to withstand the torture and psychological violence applied during the
interrogation, the squad leader agreed to show the place of the
bunker. On an early morning of May 20, the attack began, during
which four young partisans trying to defend themselves in the
bunker were killed.
VARĖNA, ALONG WITH NATURE
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4. THE PLACE OF STRUGGLE AND DEATH OF
LITHUANIAN PARTISANS
Noruliai Forest, Varėna distr.
GPS: 54.084202, 24.231718 (WGS)

6. THE BUNKER OF THE LEADER OF
LITHUANIAN PARTISANS ADOLFAS
RAMANAUSKAS-VANAGAS
Kasčiūnai Village, Varėna distr.
GPS: 54.116811, 24.279898 (WGS)

In this bunker, four partisans of the 2nd Battalion of the Merkys
Squad of the Dainava military district – the deputy battalion leader Juozas Balčius-Balutis (b. 1919), the head of the division Adolfas Čaplikas-Paukštis (b. 1923), Boleslovas Jurkevičius-Putinas,
Kardas (b. 1904), Jonas Karsokas-Šermukšnis (b. 1926) – killed
themselves (blew themselves up) in the fight with the operational group of the MGB Varėna District Division on 11 April 1947.
In 1997, the bunker was partly reconstructed (concrete stairs, and
an entrance were installed) and adapted for visitors.

5. DAINAVA MILITARY DISTRICT HEADQUARTERS
Žaliamiškis Forest, Varėna distr.
GPS: 54.12105, 23.984894 (WGS)

On 24 June 1950, the partisan leader of the Dainava military district Lionginas Baliukevičius-Dzūkas – one of the most famous
fighters for Lithuania’s freedom – was killed in the bunker in
the Žaliamiškis Forest. With the help of an infiltrated traitor, the
MGB authorities found out that Dzūkas was going to stay in the
bunker in the Žaliamiškis Forest – situated at the junction of Leipalingis and Merkinė Volosts – while visiting the partisan units.
At 2 am, the traitor killed Antanas Koknevičius-Švedrys, the partisan guarding the bunker, and showed the way to the MGB
operational group. The leader of the Dainava military district
Baliukevičius-Dzūkas, his adjutant Augustinas Babrauskas-Radvila,
and the leader of the Juozapavičius Company Antanas VailionisŠpokas were killed in the bunker. The bodies of the partisans were
desecrated in Veisiejai; their burial place has not been discovered.
In 2000, a commemorative sign was erected in the place of death
of Baliukevičius-Dzūkas. Dzūkas’s diary discovered among the
cases of the Soviet Security has become one of the most popular
testimonies of the fights for freedom. Inspired by his legacy, the
singer Aistė Smilgevičiūtė and the band Skylė released the album
Broliai (Eng. Brothers) in 2010.
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Winter headquarters of Adolfas Ramanauskas-Vanagas were
established in the homestead of the partisan Juozas JakavonisTigras’s parents, in Kasčiūnai Village in the autumn of 1945. The
partisan leader Juozas Vitkus-Kazimieraitis was staying here from
January to late March of 1946. This is the place where the attack
on Merkinė was planned, the partisan award rules were drafted,
the partisan newspaper Laisvės varpas and various proclamations
were printed.
The bunker was never discovered, yet when the number of people aware of its location increased, staying there was no longer
safe. As a result, in the spring of 1946, partisans themselves destroyed the bunker and transferred the headquarters to the summer bunker. The bunker was rebuilt in 1997 and marked with a
commemorative cross.

4

5

7. THE MEMORIAL TO THE PARTISANS OF THE DAINAVA
MILITARY DISTRICT
Merkinė, Varėna distr.
GPS: 54.16608, 24.18193 (WGS)

6

The crosses erected here are intended to commemorate the
mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters, entire families, Germans, and a
Ukrainian who fought in the ranks of Lithuanian partisans.
The paying of homage to partisans, their supporters, and deportees has been taking place in Merkinė since 1989. Over the
years, the Hill of Crosses has turned into the greatest memorial of
Lithuania to commemorate the post-war victims. The memorial
contains over 200 crosses, a chapel, and plaques bearing around
400 names of killed partisans.
The central wayside shrines are dedicated to the most prominent
partisan leaders of the Dainava military district: Colonel Juozas
Vitkus-Kazimieraitis and Adolfas Ramanauskas-Vanagas.

7
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Where to eat?
RESTAURANTS

DZŪKYNĖ

RESTAURANTS

CAFÉS

CAFÉS

GRILIS (GRILL)

CAFÉ-PIZZERIA “FORTŪNA”

ESUSHI

Vytauto g. 18-2, Varėna

J. Basanavičiaus g. 2A, Varėna

J. Basanavičiaus g. 34, Varėna

+370 310 31 588, +370 698 15 918

+370 615 10 080

+370 689 12 277

info@fortunapica.lt

esushivarena@gmail.com

ŠAKA (BRANCH)

Kauno g. 1, Merkinės mstl. Varėnos r.

PIRČIUPIO KARČEMA
(PIRČIUPIS’S INN)

kavinegrilis@gmail.com

Vytauto g. 18, Varėna

FB: Kavinė Grilis

www.fortunapica.lt

FB: Sushi Varėna

+370 620 65 767

Senųjų Pirčiupių g. 2, Pirčiupių k.,

+370 310 31 482

80 seats inside, 20 seats outside,

FB: Kavinė-picerija „Fortūna“

IG: esushi_varena

info@dzukyne.lt

Varėnos r.

kavine.saka@gmail.com

100 seats in banqueting hall

38 seats inside, 32 seats outside

10 seats

FB: Dzūkynė

+370 618 85 096

FB: Šaka Kavinė

71 seats

FB: Pirčiupio Karčema

140 seats inside, 30 seats outside

90 seats inside, 250 seats outside

CAFÉS
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PASAULIO PUODAI
(POTS OF THE WORLD)

PAS RIMUTĘ (AT RIMUTĖ’S)

DRAUGAI (FRIENDS)

SŪRININKŲ NAMAI
DARGUŽIUOSE (THE
CHEESEMAKERS’ HOME
IN DARGUŽIAI)

Miško g. 2, Naujųjų Valkininkų k.,

J. Basanavičiaus g. 2, Varėna

Merkio g. 53, Dargužių k., Varėnos r.

FB: Kavinė „Ieva“

Gardino g. 28, Merkinės mstl.,

Varėnos r.

+370 699 62 685

+370 655 29 171

50 seats

Varėnos r.

+370 698 02 754, +370 616 04 188

kavine.draugai@gmail.com

merkiosurinukas@gmail.com

pasauliopuodai@gmail.com

vytautas19550620@gmail.com

FB: Kavinė „Draugai“

www.surininkunamai.lt

FB: Pasaulio puodai

FB: Pas Rimutę

25 seats inside, 40 seats outside

FB: Sūrininkai Dargužiuose

200 seats outside

50 seats

WHERE TO EAT?

IEVA

LOCAL SUSHI & PIZZA

Pramonės g. 8, Varėna

Laisvės g. 6B, Varėna

+370 674 15 418

+370 622 27 786

vara.irena@gmail.com

FB: Local Sushi & Pizza
Takeaway

20 seats inside, 40 seats outside
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CAFÉS

BISTRO

FAST FOOD

FAST FOOD

FAST FOOD

FAST FOOD

DANUTĖ
JAZUKEVIČIENĖ’S
CAFÉ
Gardino g. 2, Merkinė, Varėnos r.
+370 676 29 008
danute614@yahoo.com
FB: Danutės Jazukevičienės IĮ
100 seats

TEMBETA
Plento g. 9, Geidukonių k.,
Varėnos r.

KARVĖS BLYNAS (COW PIE)

SKANUKAS (TASTY)

MERKINĖ SNACK BAR

+370 677 88 503

Ąžuolų g. 5, Senosios Varėnos k.,

J. Basanavičiaus g. 8A, Varėna

Trade pavilion near Kauno g. 2,

ŠILO KOPA
(PINEWOOD DUNE)

SENOJI VARĖNA
KEBAB HOUSE

Varėnos r.

+370 655 32 000

Merkinės mstl., Varėnos r.

+370 610 74 347, +370 609 96 059

8 seats inside, 8 seats outside

+370 625 04 006

I. DZIKEVIČIENĖ’S CAFÉ

Vilniaus g. 12, Merkinės mstl.,

Vilniaus g. 8, Senosios Varėnos k.,

info@karvesblynas.lt

FB: Merkinės Užkandinė

Savanorių g. 2, Varėna

Varėnos r.

Varėnos r.

www.karvesblynas.lt

2 seats inside, 4 seats outside

+370 612 75 392

+370 627 42 425

+370 625 16 579

FB: Karvės blynas

24 seats

sviesuskiemas@gmail.com

FB: Senosios Varenos Kebabine

IG: karvesblynas

www.silokopa.lt

10 seats

Takeaway

15 seats inside, 20 seats outside

ICE-CREAM PARLOURS

FB: Šilo kopa
18 seats inside, 20 seats outside

PIZZERIAS

VARĖNA KEBAB HOUSE
Savanorių g. 7, Varėna
+370 622 95 528
Takeaway

FORTŪNA (FORTUNE)
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Vytauto g. 200, Senosios Varėnos k.,

MERKINĖ TOWNHALL ICE-CREAM PARLOUR

Varėnos r.

Dariaus ir Girėno a. 1, Merkinės mstl., Varėnos r.

+370 687 33 442

+370 621 23 973

info@fortunapica.lt

FB: Rotušės ledainė Merkinėje

4 seats inside, 20 seats outside

10 seats

WHERE TO EAT?
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Where to stay?

3. LIŠKIAVA MONASTERY ENSEMBLE
Bažnyčios g. 7, Liškiavos k., Varėnos r.
+370 610 66 844

HOTELS, RECREATION CENTRES

administracija@liskiava.lt
www.liskiava.lt
Can host up to 69 people
Car park
Excursions around monastery ensemble
Monastery museum
Catering services

3
HOLIDAY HOUSES

1
1. VILA ŪLA * * *
Ežero g. 3, Burokaraistėlės k., Varėnos r.

WiFi

+370 679 93 318

Car park

info@vilaula.lt

Bicycles

www.vilaula.lt

Playground for children

Can host up to 50 people

1

Barbecue grill

1. NAKCIŽIBIS
2. NOJAUS LAIVAS (NOAH’S ARK) * * * *

Ežero g. 31, Lavyso k., Varėnos r.

Conference hall

Ryto g. 4, Pagronyčio k., Varėnos r.

+370 630 82 013

Sauna, jacuzzi

+370 652 80 080

info@nakcizibis.lt

Kayaks, paddle boards, pedalos

info@nojauslaivas.lt

www.nakcizibis.lt

Bicycles

www.nojauslaivas.lt

Can host up to 80 people

Beach volleyball court

Can host up to 155 people

Car park

Playground for children

Car park

WiFi

Barbecue grill

WiFi

2
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SPA and sauna complex, swimming pool

2. ŽIBUOKLĖ (LIVERLEAF)

Tennis courts

Grybautojų g. 10, Glūko k., Varėnos r.

Basketball court, football pitch, volleyball,

+370 699 60 444

badminton courts

info@ekoratas.lt

Motor boat, water-skis, kayaks, canoes

www.ekoratas.lt

Bicycles

Can host up to 13 people

Winter entertainment – skis, dog sleds,

Car park

horse-drawn sleighs

WiFi

Playground for children

Sauna

2

Boat
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CAMPING

GUEST HOMES

1. JUOSTANDIS

1. GUEST HOUSES OF DZŪKIJA NATIONAL PARK AND ČEPKELIAI STATE NATURE RESERVE
Miškininkų g. 61, Marcinkonių k.,

Grūdos g. 11, Darželių k.,

Miškininkų g. 62, Marcinkonių k.,

Ąžuolų g. 5, Senosios Varėnos k., Varėnos r.

Varėnos r.

Varėnos r.

Varėnos r.

+370 610 74 347; +370 609 96 059

+370 672 44 346

+370 672 44 346

+370 672 44 346

info@juostandis.lt

info@dzukijosparkas.lt

info@dzukijosparkas.lt

info@dzukijosparkas.lt

www.juostandis.lt

www.cepkeliai-dzukija.lt

www.cepkeliai-dzukija.lt

www.cepkeliai-dzukija.lt

Can host up to 22 people (in the hall)

Can host up to 17 people

Can host up to 40 people

Can host up to 34 people

Car park

Car park

Car park

Car park

Sauna, outdoor tub

WiFi

WiFi

WiFi

Kayaks

Excursions, education programmes

Excursions, education programmes

Excursions, education programmes

Custom hikes

Bicycles

Bicycles

Bicycles

Picnic shelters

4. PIRČIUPIO KARČEMA
(PIRČIUPIS INN)

1
RURAL TOURISM HOMESTEADS

Senųjų Pirčiupių g. 2,
+370 310 39 312, +370 618 85 096,

1. PELĖDOS TROBA
(OWL HOUSE)

+370 612 52 381

Kalno g. 9, Žiūrų k., Varėnos r.

Pirčiupių k., Varėnos r.

info@karcema.lt

+370 699 03 164

www.karcema.lt

info@vixit.eu

Can host up to 7 people

Can host up to 8 people

Car park

Car park

3. V. MICKEVIČIAUS IĮ
SVEČIŲ NAMAI

Sauna, swimming pool

WiFi

Horse-drawn sleighs or carriages

Jacuzzi

+370 699 60 444

Vasario 16-osios g. 5, Varėna

Mini zoo

Kayaks

info@ekoratas.lt

+370 618 03 148

Bicycles

www.ekoratas.lt/viesbutis/

mickeviciaus_imone@yahoo.com

Excursions

2
2. EKORATAS
Vasario 16-osios g. 5, Varėna

Can host up to 11 people

Can host up to 8 people

Car park

Car park

WiFi

Outdoor fireplace

1
2. VARĖNA TREEHOUSE
Šilo g. 4, Mielupių k., Varėnos r.
+370 654 02 535
Can host up to 6 people
Car park
WiFi

4
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3. LINA ČERNIAUSKIENĖ’S
HOMESTEAD

8. DZŪKIJOS PERLAS
(PEARL OF DZŪKIJA)

Sodžiaus g. 12, Kapiniškių k., Varėnos r.

Panemunės g. 9, Dubaklonio k.,

+370 629 64 868

Varėnos r.

kapiniskes@gmail.com

+370 612 56 815

Can host up to 8 people

dzukperlas@gmail.com

Car park

Can host up to 60 people

Education programmes

Car park

Sauna

Swimming pool, pond, sauna,
outdoor tub
Basketball court, football pitch

3

Volleyball and tennis courts

8

Playground for children

4. CICKAKIEMIS
+370 685 39 939, +370 655 66 788

9. DZŪKIJOS UOGA
(BERRY OF DZŪKIJA)

cdaluze@gmail.com

Viršurodukio g. 9, Viršurodukio k., Varėnos r.

www.cickakiemis.lt

+370 699 63 565

Vardaunios g. 4, Salovartės k., Varėnos r.

Can host up to 40 people

info@dzukijosuoga.lt

Car park

www.kaimoturizmosodyba.eu

Volleyball court

Can host up to 12-18 people

Sauna, outdoor tub

Car park

Playground for children

WiFi

Barbecue grill

Education programmes
Sauna
Kayaks

4

Bicycles
Volleyball court

5. DANGUOLĖ BARYSIENĖ’S
HOMESTEAD

6. RIMAS CIŪNYS’S
HOMESTEAD

7. NIJOLĖ ČEPIENĖ’S
HOMESTEAD

Nemuno g. 5, Jonionių k., Varėnos r.

Perliaus g. 15, Perlojos k., Varėnos r.

Glyno g. 2, Mardasavo k., Varėnos r.

+370 614 46 741, +370 675 66 473

+370 611 21 484

+370 628 07 314

10. GERTRŪDA’S HOUSE

barysienedanguole@gmail.com

rimas.ciunys@gmail.com

+370 310 57 550

Ūlos g. 40, Zervynų k., Varėnos r.

nijolessodyba@atostogoskaime.lt

+370 616 07 942, +370 698 43 349

Playground for children

9

Barbecue grill

Can host up to 23 people

Can host up to 40 people

Car park

Car park

Can host up to 20 people

Sauna

Sauna

Car park

Can host up to 10 people

Excursions

Sauna, pond

Car park

Guide around the forest

Education programmes,

www.meszervynose.jimdo.com

excursions
Kayaks

10
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11. GRIKUCIS

14. ŪLOS AKIS (ŪLA’S EYE)

Žarkauskų g. 7, Pamerkių k., Varėnos r.

Klonės g. 17, Mančiagirės k., Varėnos r.

+370 614 24 814, +370 659 28 026

+370 652 39 016

laima.macioniene@gmail.com

paezeres.vila@gmail.com

www.grikucis.com

Can host up to 45 people

Can host up to 26 people

Car park

Car park

Sauna

Education programmes

Kayaks

Kayaks, paddle boards

Table tennis

Bicycles

Basketball, and volleyball courts

Winter entertainment

Outdoor picnic shelter

14

11
12. DZŪKIJA HOMESTEAD
Ūlos g. 21, Mardasavo k., Varėnos r.

15. MERKIO DVARAS
(MERKYS MANOR)

+370 651 24 155

Merkio g. 7, Puvočių k., Varėnos r.

info@dzukijosbaidares.lt

+370 698 16 079

www.dzukijos-sodyba.lt

algimantas.kazlauskas@gmail.com

Can host up to 30 people

Can host up to 30 people

Sauna, small swimming pool

Car park

Kayaks

Paddle boards, kayaks

Bicycles

Education programmes

Basketball court

Kick scooters

Fishing

Paddle board workshops

Guide’s services

Hikes to forests

12

13
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www.sup-board.lt/sodyba

Car park

15
13. KAZOKINĖ

16. KADAGYS (JUNIPER)

Versekos g. 7, Butvydonių k., Varėnos r.

Vilniaus g. 55, Valkininkų mstl.,

+370 615 15 332, +370 699 77 374,

Varėnos r.

+370 618 74 277

+370 618 52 456

info@kazokine.lt

mindaugas@kadagys.lt

www.kazokine.lt

www.kadagys.lt

Can host up to 30 people

Can host up to 15 people

Car park

Car park

Kayaks

Kayaks

Sauna

Sauna, pond

Volleyball, and basketball courts

Volleyball court

16
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17. KERUŽĖ

20. MILDUPIS

Lavysas Village, Varėna distr.

Perliaus g. 12, Perlojos k., Varėnos r.

+370 612 55 435

+370 686 59 399, +370 699 63 699

keruzes@gmail.com

mildupis@gmail.com

www.keruze.lt

www.perloja.lt

Can host up to 50 people

Can host up to 50 people

Car park

Basketball, and volleyball courts,

Education programmes

football pitch

Mini zoo

Playground for children

Sauna

Barbecue grill

Kayaks, paddle boards, sailing
boats, transparent boats, pedalos

20

Bicycles
Volleyball, and basketball courts

21. DANGUOLĖ
MICEVIČIENĖ’S HOMESTEAD

Playground for children
Barbecue grill

17

Kampų g. 10, Kampų k., Varėnos r.

18

18. MARGIONYS HOMESTEAD

+370 610 17 567

Klojimo g. 5, Margionių k., Varėnos r.

miceviciene.danguole@gmail.com

+370 682 51 696

www.danguolessodyba.weebly.com

info@margionys.lt

Can host up to 44 people

www.margionys.lt

Car park

Can host up to 4 people

Volleyball court

Car park

Playground for children

WiFi

Boat

Sauna

Outdoor fireplace

Outdoor picnic shelter

21
19. MERKIO KRANTAS
(MERKYS’S BANK)
Merkio g. 23, Puvočių k., Varėnos r.

22. MIGUIČIONYS
HOMESTEAD

+370 620 22 738, +370 687 82 047

Miguičionių g. 9, Miguičionių k.,

aurimas.miskinis@gmail.com

Varėnos r.

www.merkiokrantas.lt

+370 620 97 988

Can host up to 41 people

bytaute@gmail.com

Car park

Can host up to 6 people

Sauna, outdoor tub

Car park

Kayaks, rafts, boats

Sauna, outdoor tub

Bicycles

Barbecue grill

Volleyball, basketball

Honey

Tennis courts
Excursions
Culinary heritage
66
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Miguičionių g. 15, Miguičionių k.,

23. OKTAVA

26. SABO POILSIS
(SABAS’S RECREATION)

Varėnos r.

Liepų g. 2, Subartonių k., Varėnos r.

+370 614 96 368

+370 698 32 475, +370 610 46 227

sodybaoktava@gmail.com

eglesabon@gmail.com

www.sodybaoktava.lt

www.sabobaidares.lt

Can host up to 70 people

Can host up to 40 people

Car park

Car park

WiFi

Kayaks

Sauna

Bicycles

Volleyball court

Volleyball court

Barbecue grill

Sauna, outdoor tub

23

Playground for children

26

Barbecue grill

24. PAS RŪTĄ (AT RŪTA’S)
Merkio g. 11, Puvočių k., Varėnos r.
pasruta1@gmail.com

27. PRIE MERKIO
(BY THE MERKYS)

www.druskonis.lt/pasruta

Kukiškių g. 4, Kukiškių k., Varėnos r.

+370 686 71 883

24

Can host up to 30 people

+370 687 10 461

Car park

justinas.politika@gmail.com

Sauna

www.priemerkio.lt

Basketball court

Can host up to 22 people

Kayaks

Car park

Bicycles

Kayaks

Excursions in Dzūkija

Sauna

National Park

Volleyball, and basketball courts

Carriage, sleigh rides

27

Playground for children
Barbecue grill

25. PAMERKIAI HOMESTEAD
Merkio g. 15, Pamerkių k., Varėnos r.
+370 614 90 613, +370 698 16 975

28. ŪLA

pamerkiu@gmail.com

Ąžuolų g. 17, Trakiškių k., Varėnos r.

www.pamerkiusodyba.lt

+370 687 91 053

Can host up to 40 people

sodybaula@gmail.com

Car park

Can host up to 16 people

WiFi

Car park

Sauna, outdoor tub

Kayaks

Kayaks

Sauna

Basketball, and volleyball courts

Volleyball court

Conference hall

Playground for children

Playground for children

25
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Barbecue grill

Barbecue grill
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29

32. ŠILAS (PINEWOOD)

29. PERLOJOS POILSIAVIETĖ
(PERLOJA RESORT)

Maksimonių g. 9, Maksimonių k.,

Šilo g. 10, Perlojos k., Varėnos r.

Varėnos r.

+370 699 96 845

+370 616 52 606

keruzes@gmail.com

laimamer@yahoo.com

www.keruze.lt

www.sodybasilas.lt

Can host up to 35 people

Can host up to 40 people

Car park

Car park

Volleyball, and basketball courts

Education programmes
Hikes, excursions
Kayaks

30. TURAUSKAI HOMESTEAD

Bicycles

Nemuno g. 16, Žeimių k., Varėnos r.

Culinary heritage

+370 612 50 727, +370 677 88 727
turauskusodyba@gmail.com

32

www.turauskusodyba.lt
Car park

33. VIENKIEMIS PRIE MERKINĖS
(HOMESTEAD NEAR MERKINĖ)

Kayaks, speedboat

Maksimonių g. 6, Maksimonių k.,

Sauna, outdoor tub, swimming pool

Varėnos r.

Basketball, and volleyball courts

+370 655 26 651

Playground for children

vienkiemispriemerkines@gmail.com

Can host up to 80 people

30

www.vienkiemispriemerkines.lt
Can host up to 4 people

31. HOMESTEAD
„LAIMĖS PIRTELĖ“
(SAUNA OF HAPPINESS)
Šlaito g. 1C, Šlaito k., Varėnos r.

Car park
Bicycles
Kayaks

33

Outdoor fireplace

+370 656 35 374
laimespirtele777@gmail.com

35. BEBRO TURIZMAS
(BEAVER’S TOURISM)

36. JŪRATĖ RUTKAUSKIENĖ’S
RURAL TOURISM HOMESTEAD

Paddle boards

34. SENOSIOS VARĖNOS HE
(SENOJI VARĖNA
HYDROELECTRIC PLANT)

Krantinės g. 1, Valkininkų mstl.,

Vilniaus g. 5, Valkininkų mstl., Varėnos r.

Bicycles

Vilniaus g. 4, Senosios Varėnos k.,

Varėnos r.

+370 612 39 324

Sauna, pond

Varėnos r.

+370 648 95 760

jurate.rutkauskiene5@gmail.com

Barbecue grill, fireplace

+370 682 19 005, +370 663 61 379

andrius@bebroturizmas.lt

Can host up to 40 people

Swing

alnaru@mail.balt.net

www.bebroturizmas.lt

Car park

Volleyball court

www.baidares-sodyba.lt

Can host up to 5 people
Car park

Can host up to 16 people

Sauna, outdoor tub, pond

Tennis table

Can host up to 20 people

Car park

Volleyball court

Hikes, yoga, breathing sessions

Car park

Sauna, outdoor tub

Outdoor picnic shelter

Massages

Kayaks

Kayaks

Sauna

31
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Billiard, tennis and volleyball
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37. ANGELIJA GRIEŽIENĖ’S
HOMESTEAD

42. ŪLAVA

Bižų g. 3, Žiūrų k., Varėnos r.

+370 612 94 582

+370 615 66170

info@ulosvingis.lt

+370 310 51914

www.ulosvingis.lt

Rudnia Village, Varėna distr.

griezienessodyba@atostogoskaime.lt

Can host up to 12 people

www.sodybabaidares.lt

Car park

37

Can host up to 20 people

Kayaks, paddle boards

Car park

Sauna, Outdoor tub

Sauna

Volleyball court

Kayaks

Playground for children

Barbecue grill

41

38. ULA HOUSE

39. LAKEFRONT HOUSE IN SENOJI VARĖNA

43. KANKORĖŽIS (CONE)

Šilo g. 1, Rudnios k., Varėnos r.

Vytauto g. 163, Senosios Varėnos k., Varėnos r.

Nemuno g. 23A, Panaros k., Varėnos r.

Can host up to 6 people

Can host up to 12 people

+370 624 64 799

Car park

Car park

www.kankorezis.prieezero.lt/
Can host up to 14 people

WiFi

Car park
WiFi

40. VILA DZŪKIJA

Sauna, outdoor tub

Dvaro g. 1A, Pavardaunio k., Varėnos r.

Volleyball court

+370 698 44 964

Barbecue grill

viladzukija@gmail.com
www.viladzukija.lt
Can host up to 40 people
Car park

42

Volleyball court, football pitch

39

Outdoor tub with hydromassage

44. CIBONYS HOMESTEAD

system and LED lights, sauna

Cibonys Village, Varėna distr.
+370 626 48 229

41. RIMA KUODIENĖ’S
HOMESTEAD

plauk.dzukijoje@gmail.com
Can host up to 16 people

Miško g. 2, Naujųjų Valkininkų k.,

Car park

Varėnos r.

Volleyball, and basketball courts,

+370 698 02 754, +370 616 04 188

football pitch

vytautas19550620@gmail.com

Kayaks

Can host up to 25 people

Sauna

Car park

Picnic shelter

Kayaks, paddle boards
Sauna, outdoor tub

40
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PRIVATE CAMPSITES

CAMPSITES

ALGIMANTAS BRŪZGYS’S
CAMP

EŠERINIS CAMPSITE

MEKŠRINIS CAMPSITE

PAKELINIS CAMPSITE

Maksimonys Village, Varėna distr.

Zervynos Village, Varėna distr.

Subartonys Village, Varėna distr.

Pauosupė Village, Varėna distr.

GPS: 54.189951, 24.149151 (WGS)

GPS: 54.117584, 24.478226 (WGS)

GPS: 54.200477, 24.181737 (WGS)

GLĖBAS CAMPSITE

MERKYS BRIDGE
CAMPSITE

Pauosupė Village, Varėna distr.

GPS: 54.144339, 24.213331 (WGS)

GPS: 54.103301, 24.545335 (WGS)

MANČIAGIRĖ
CAMPSITE

Puvočiai Village, Varėna distr.

Mančiagirė Village, Varėna distr.

GPS: 54.1202, 24.304762 (WGS)

+370 675 76 577
ryto.dr@gmail.com
GPS: 54.097192,24.564711 (WGS)

GPS: 54.254182, 24.512343 (WGS)

ALGIRDAS ČESNULIS’S
CAMPSITE
Lavysas Village, Varėna distr.

GLŪKAS CAMPSITE

+370 610 32 436

Glūkas Village, Varėna distr.

GPS: 54.163621,24.429506 (WGS)

GPS: 54.283849, 24.565784 (WGS)

ARŪNAS GUDAITIS’S
TOURIST CAMP

GLYNAS CAMPSITE

Milioniškės Village, Varėna distr.

GPS: 54.159934, 24.291555 (WGS)

+370 621 44 047
GPS: 54.189016, 24.376162 (WGS)

PAUOSUPĖ CAMPSITE

PUVOČIAI CAMPSITE

GPS: 54.127462, 24.464611 (WGS)

CAMPSITE
“PAPARTIS 3“

CAMPSITE
“PRIE MERKIO“

SENTAKIS CAMPSITE
MARDASAVAS
CAMPSITE

Čižiūnai Village, Varėna distr.
GPS: 54.362745, 24.865494 (WGS)

Užuperkasis Village, Varėna distr.

Kukiškės Village, Varėna distr.

GRŪDA CAMPSITE

Mardasavas Village, Varėna distr.

VLADAS JUOZAS GAIDYS’S
TOURIST CAMP

+370 615 66 151

+370 687 10 461

GPS: 54.092473, 24.376259 (WGS)

GPS: 54.15864, 24.325747

valdimantas7@gmail.com

justinas.politika@gmail.com

ŠALČIA CAMPSITE

Liškiavos g. 49, Vilkiautinio k.,

www.papartis.com

www.priemerkio.lt

Užuperkasis Village, Varėna distr.

Varėnos r.

GPS: 54.339985, 24.864841 (WGS)

GPS: 54.319841, 24.777722 (WGS)

KASTINIS
CAMPSITE

MERGELĖS AKELĖS
CAMPSITE

CAMPSITE
“PAPARTIS 4“

RIMVID CAMPSITE

Marcinkonys Village, Varėna distr.

Merkinė, Varėna distr.

Mardasavas Village, Varėna distr.

GPS: 54.058733, 24.424238 (WGS)

GPS: 54.175799, 24.223652 (WGS)

CAMPSITE
“MARUKO ŪKIS”

Čižiūnai Village, Varėna distr.

+370 611 17 306, +370 618 64 131

Trakiškiai Village, Varėna distr.

+370 615 66 151

rimute.karciauskiene@gmail.com

GPS: 54.145608, 24.38555 (WGS)

Dargužiai Village, Varėna distr.

valdimantas7@gmail.com

GPS: 54.17173000, 24.33574700 (WGS)

+370 657 84 884

www.papartis.com

marukoukis@gmail.com

GPS: 54.364724, 24.855887 (WGS)

+370 629 81 191
GPS: 54.103546, 24.026145 (WGS)

GPS: 54.398109, 24.91108 (WGS)

KULEINIS CAMPSITE

NEMUNAS CAMPSITE

GPS: 54.17875, 24.06302 (WGS)

Jonionys Village, Varėna distr.

CAMPSITE “MERKINUKAS“

GPS: 54.342134, 24.84725 (WGS)

TRAKIŠKIAI CAMPSITE

GPS: 54.157509, 24.177475 (WGS)

Geležinkelio g. 16, Pamerkių k.,

STASYS SEREIČIKAS’S CAMP

Varėnos r.

LAVYSAS CAMPSITE

CAMPSITES “PAPARTIS 1”
AND “PAPARTIS 2

Dzūkų g. 19, Krokšlio k., Varėnos r.

+370 677 09 566, +370 686 33 096

Lavysas Village, Varėna distr.

+370 68 08 999

info@merkinukas.lt

GPS: 54.166008, 24.410988 (WGS)

Užuperkasis Village, Varėna distr.

dzukas37@post.skynet.lt

www.merkinukas.lt

+370 615 66 151

www.baidares-ula.lt

GPS: 54.310539, 24.705872 (WGS)

valdimantas7@gmail.com

GPS: 54.039666, 24.625655 (WGS)

www.papartis.com
GPS: 54.347351, 24.842487 (WGS)
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Conference tourism

VARĖNA CULTURAL CENTRE
J. Basanavičiaus g. 2, Varėna / +370 616 36 492 / kulturos.centras@varena.lt / www.varenoskultura.lt

CONFERENCE HALL

VARĖNA EDUCATION CENTRE
J. Basanavičiaus g. 9, Varėna / +370 310 315 34 / svietimocentras@varena.lt / www.varenossc.lt

•

WiFi, internet access,
multimedia and audio system

•

For events up to 50 people

GREAT HALL
•

WiFi, internet access,
multimedia equipment

•

For events up to 60 people

J. Basanavičiaus g. 17, Varėna / +370 616 36 492 / kulturos.centras@varena.lt / vwww.arenoskultura.lt

SMALL HALL
•
•

UNIVERSAL HALL

WiFi, internet access,
multimedia equipment

•

WiFi, internet access,
multimedia and audio system

•

For events up to 100 people

For events up to 20 people

COMPUTER CLASS
•
•

CONFERENCE HALL

WiFi, internet access,
multimedia equipment

•

WiFi, internet access,
multimedia and audio system

•

For events up to 80 people

For events up to 12 people

LIŠKIAVA CULTURAL CENTRE

HOLIDAY HOME “NAKCIŽIBIS”

Bažnyčios g. 7, Liškiavos k., Varėnos r. / +370 610 66 844 / administracija@liskiava.lt

Ežero g. 31, Lavyso k., Varėnos r. / +370 630 82 013 / info@nakcizibis.lt / www.nakcizibis.lt

1ST HALL

CONFERENCE HALL

•

Multimedia equipment

•

•

For events up to 70 people

WiFi, internet access,
multimedia and audio system

•

For events up to 80 people

2ND HALL
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CONFERENCE TOURISM

•

Multimedia equipment

•

For events up to 70 people
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HOTEL “VILA ŪLA”

RECREATION CENTRE “NOJAUS LAIVAS”

Ežero g. 3, Burokaraistėlės k., Varėnos r. / +370 679 93 318 / info@vilaula.lt / www.vilaula.lt

Ryto g. 4, Pagronyčio k., Varėnos r. / +370 652 80 080 / info@nojauslaivas.lt / www.nojauslaivas.lt

CONFERENCE HALL

SMALL HALL

•

Internet access, multimedia
equipment

•

WWiFi, internet access,
multimedia and audio system

•

For events up to 20 people

•

For events up to 20 people

MEDIUM HALL
•

WiFi, internet access,
multimedia and audio system

•

For events up to 60 people

GREAT HALL

TURAUSKAI HOMESTEAD
Nemuno g. 16, Žeimių k., Varėnos r. / +370 612 50 727, +370 677 88 727 / turauskusodyba@gmail.com / www.turauskusodyba.lt

•

WiFi, internet access,
multimedia and audio system

•

For events up to 150 people

CONFERENCE HALL
•

WiFi, internet access,
multimedia and audio system

•

For events up to 100 people

EVENT AND CONFERENCE
HALL “NOJAUS ARKA”WITH
A TERRACE TO THE LAKE
•

WiFi, internet access,
multimedia and audio system

•

For events up to 350 people

HOMESTEAD “DZŪKIJOS UOGA”
Viršurodukio g. 9, Viršurodukio k., Varėnos r. / +370 699 63 565 / info@dzukijosuoga.lt / www.kaimoturizmosodyba.eu

DZŪKIJA HOMESTEAD
Ūlos g. 21, Mardasavo k., Varėnos r. / +370 651 24 155 / info@dzukijos-sodyba.lt / www.dzukijosbaidares.lt

CONFERENCE HALL
•

WiFi, internet access,
multimedia and audio system

•

For events up to 18 people

CONFERENCE HALL
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CONFERENCE TOURISM

•

WiFi, internet access,
multimedia equipment

•

For events up to 30 people
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DZŪKIJA NATIONAL PARK VISITORS CENTRE IN MARCINKONYS

HOMESTEAD “MERKIO KRANTAS”

Miškininkų g. 61, Marcinkonių k., Varėnos r. / +370 672 46 388 / info@dzukijosparkas.lt / www.cepkeliai-dzukija.lt

Merkio g. 23, Puvočių k., Varėnos r. / +370 620 22 738, +370 687 82 047 / aurimas.miskinis@gmail.com / www.merkiokrantas.lt

CONFERENCE HALL

CONFERENCE HALL

•

•

Multimedia equipment

•

For events up to 30 people

•

WiFi, internet access,
multimedia equipment
For events up to 70 people

HOMESTEAD “KERUŽĖ”

CONFERENCE HALL

Lavysas Village, Varėna distr.

•

Multimedia and audio system

+370 612 55 435

•

For events up to 50 people

Merkio g. 15, Pamerkių k., Varėnos r. / +370 614 90 613, +370 698 16 975 / info@pamerkiusodyba.lt / www.pamerkiusodyba.lt

keruzes@gmail.com

CONFERENCE HALL

www.keruze.lt

•

WiFi, internet access,
multimedia and audio system

•

For events up to 60 people

HOMESTEAD “DZŪKIJOS PERLAS”
Panemunės g. 9, Dubaklonio k., Varėnos r.
+370 612 56 815
dzukperlas@gmail.com

CONFERENCE HALL
•

WiFi, internet access,
multimedia and audio system

•

For events up to 80 people

HOMESTEAD “MILDUPIS”
CONFERENCE HALL

HOMESTEAD “ŠILAS”

+370 686 59 399, +370 699 63 699

•

WiFi, internet access

Maksimonys Village, Varėna distr. / +370 616 52 606 / laimamer@yahoo.com / www.sodybasilas.lt

mildupis@gmail.com

•

For events up to 60 people

Perliaus g. 12, Perlojos k., Varėnos r.

CONFERENCE HALL

www.perloja.lt

HOMESTEAD “OKTAVA”
Miguičionių g. 15, Miguičionių k., Varėnos r.,
+370 614 96 368
sodybaoktava@gmail.com
www.sodybaoktava.lt
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PAMERKIAI HOMESTEAD

CONFERENCE TOURISM

•

WiFi, internet access,
multimedia and audio system

•

For events up to 40 people

CONFERENCE HALL
•

WiFi, internet access,
audio system

•

For events up to 100 people
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Artisan works and culinary heritage

Event calendar
SPRING
The exhibition of works by folk
artists of Varėna region
“Auksalio Kupkas”
The Exhibition Hall of Varėna
Cultural Centre

***
The national amateur theatre
festival “Tegyvuoja Giraitė”
in commemoration of the birth
anniversary of M. K. Čiurlionis, the
genius of the Lithuanian nation
Varėna Cultural Centre

***
The festival in nature “Vidur girių”
Marcinkonys Village

***
School poetry festival
“Poezijos pavasarėlis”
Pauosupė Village (by the Hollow
of Anzelmas Matutis)

***
The international folklore festival
“Dzūkų godos”
The Exhibition Hall of Varėna Cultural
Centre and Varėna Town Park

***
The contemporary art
festival “ARiTmija”
Merkinė

***
The international poetry
festival “Poezijos pavasaris“
Varėna District

SUMMER
Tourism season opening events
Varėna District

***
Valkininkai town festival
“Antaninių kermošius”
Valkininkai Town Square

***
The Dzūkija culture festival
“Čiulba ulba”
Varėna District

***
Weaving Week
(craft training camp)
Musteika Village

***
The national rustic theatre
festival-competition “Citnaginė”
to win the Juozas Gaidys Award
Margionys Barn Theatre

***
International Youth Day Festival
Varėna District

***
The folklore festival
“Subatos vakarėly...”
Marcinkonys Village

***
Merkinė town festival
Merkinė Town Square

AUTUMN
The 146th birth anniversary
of M. K. Čiurlionis. The commemoration of meritorious people
who contributed to the culture
of the region. The granting of the
badge “Silver Bee” and of
the Municipal Award

AUTUMN
***
The commemoration of the Baltic
Union Day

DŽIUGAS PETRAITIS

ARTŪRAS MATONIS

Zakavolių g. 8, Zakavolių k., Varėnos r.

Kauno g. 29, Merkinės mstl., Varėnos r.

Beržupis individual homestead,

+370 310 57 385, +370 606 06 089

+370 686 49 360, +370 615 14 343

Varėna distr.

merkine@yahoo.com

+370 671 44 060

***
The Lithuanian Mushroom Picking
Championship, Mushroom Festival

RŪTA INDRAŠIŪTĖ

www.vienaragiusilas.lt

Maksimonių g. 12, Maksimonių k.,

FB: Vienaragių šilas

Varėna District

***
The opening of the 12th D.
Tamulevičiūtė’s Professional
Theatre Festival
Church of St. Michael the Archangel in
Senoji Varėna

+370 680 93 538

TERESĖ JANKAUSKAITĖ
Pelekiškė Village, Varėna distr.

Varėnos r.
GINTARAS KNIEŽA

+370 620 68 226

Versekos g. 26, Krūminių k., Varėnos r.
ELVYRA TERESĖ PETRAITIENĖ

+370 659 64 737

ALGIMANTAS KAZLAUSKAS

Maksimonių g. 12, Maksimonių k.,

info@ldkplytine.lt

Liškiava Village, Varėna distr.

Varėnos r.

www.ldkplytine.lt

+370 613 39 776

+370 620 88 279

kuzlee@gmail.com

***
Saints Simon and Jude Feast
By the church in Marcinkonys Village

***
The commemoration of the anniversary of the Republic of Perloja
Perloja Cultural Centre

WINTER
The exhibition and fair
“Vai atvažiuoja šventa Kalėda”
The lighting of Varėna
Christmas Tree
By Varėna District Municipality

***
A traditional night hike to the
J. Vitkus-Kazimieraitis’s dugout
Start – in Marcinkonys Village

*The Event Programme can be revised and supplemented.
More detailed information about the events is available on the website: www.varenoskultura.lt
EVENT CALENDAR

PETRAS PRETKELIS

Merkinė Cultural Centre

Church of St. Michael the Archangel in
Senoji Varėna
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CERAMICS/POTTERY

WOOD WORKS, CARVING
ALGIRDAS JUŠKEVIČIUS
J. Basanavičiaus g. 31, Varėna
+370 687 82 043
algirdasjusk@gmail.com
FB: Algirdo amatai
ANTANAS ČESNULIS
+370 687 93 694
www.cesnuliusodyba.lt
VARENA, ALONG WITH NATURE
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RIČARDAS TAMULEVIČIUS
+370 699 58 445
ricardas.tamulevicius@gmail.com
VYTAUTAS ČESNYS

BREAD, BUCKWHEAT BABKA

CHEESES

CHEESES

AUDRIUS JOKUBAUSKAS

Naujieji Valkininkai Village, Varėna distr.

LAIMA MAČIONIENĖ
Žarkauskų g. 7, Pamerkių k.,

Kabelių g. 12, Kabelių k., Varėnos r.

+370 698 39 372

Varėnos r.

+370 676 02 967

vytautascesnys@gmail.com

+370 614 24 814

varinispuodas@gmail.com

www.dzukomedinukai.lt

laima.macioniene@gmail.com

FB: Sūrinė „Varinis puodas“

www.grikucis.com
MINDAUGAS VYŠNIAUSKAS
VYTAUTAS BAUBLYS
+370 662 51 952
SAULIUS JONAS INDRAŠIUS
Maksimonių g. 12, Maksimonių k.,
Varėnos r.
+370 680 93 538

FB: Sodyba Grikucis

+370 696 77 022

st.pilukas@gmail.com

m.vysniauskass@gmail.com

LAIMA SAVIŠČEVIENĖ

Varėnos r.

FB: M.V. - Medžio drožiniai

Maksimonys Village, Varėna distr.

+370 675 83 701

+370 616 52 606

paskuisauleirozkas@gmail.com

laimamer@yahoo.com

www.surininkunamai.lt

www.sodybasilas.lt

FB: Paskui saulę ir ožkas

ALGIS SVIRNELIS
Zervynos Village., Varėna distr.

STASYS MORKŪNAS

+370 687 50 826

+370 622 28 573

svirneliai@gmail.com

stasys.morkunas@gmail.com

Norvydiškių g. 3, Norvydiškių k.,

FB: Kaimo turizmo sodyba „Šilas“

SCULPTURE

DALIA BARANAUSKAITĖ

ANDRIUS KAZIUKONIS

MARIJUS BAUKUS

NERIJUS KAVALIAUSKAS

Ežero g. 37, Puodžių k., Varėnos r.

+370 614 02 800

Pamerkių g. 5,

+370 695 51 197

marijus_baukus@yahoo.co.uk

Naujųjų Valkininkų k., Varėnos r.
+370 650 78 044

FB: Andriaus medinukai

nerijus@skulpt.lt
www.skulpt.lt

FELTING, TEXTILE

LINA ČERNIAUSKIENĖ

+370 606 35 562

Sodžiaus g. 12, Kapiniškių k.,

dalia.baranauskiene4@gmail.com

Varėnos r.

FB: Dalytės sūriai

+370 629 64 868
kapiniskes@gmail.com

GINTA AND JUOZAS NOVIKEVIČIUS

FB: Linos Černiauskienės kaimo

Kijutiškės Village, Varėna distr.

turizmo sodyba

+370 634 94 868

MEAT PRODUCTS
ALDONA PIGAGIENĖ
A. Kalanavičiaus g. 10, Nedzingės k.,
Varėnos r.
+370 650 50 006
aldona.pigagiene@gmail.com

grazumna7@gmail.com
LAIMA SAVIŠČEVIENĖ

Dzūkų g. 48–15, Varėna

ANGELO SAPNAS
(ANGEL’S DREAM)

Maksimonys Village, Varėna distr.

+370 620 25 935

+370 650 66 313

+370 616 52 606

LAIMA SAVIŠČEVIENĖ

gunalgis@gmail.com

ramunesangelosapnas@gmail.com

laimamer@yahoo.com

Maksimonys Village, Varėna distr.

ANGELĖ AND VYTAUTAS
BALCIUKEVIČIAI

FB: Angelo sapnas

www.sodybasilas.lt

+370 616 52 606

+370 636 75 880

FB: Kaimo turizmo sodyba „Šilas“

laimamer@yahoo.com

a.balciuk@gmail.com

ONA AND ALGIRDAS GUNTULIONIS

RAMUNĖ LUKŠIENĖ
+370 645 79 848

ASTA KAŠĖTIENĖ
+370 647 75 100

DANUTĖ BLAŽULIONIENĖ

riesines.lt@gmail.com

+370 685 71 525

www.riesines.mozello.com

d.blazulioniene@gmail.com

LAIMA MAČIONIENĖ

ŽIVILĖ PUIDOKAITIENĖ

Žarkauskų g. 7, Pamerkių k., Varėnos r.

+370 656 54 929

+370 614 24 814

FB: ŽP nėrinukai

laima.macioniene@gmail.com
www.grikucis.com
FB: Sodyba Grikucis
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VALDAS KAVALIAUSKAS

STASYS PILUKAS

ARTISAN WORKS AND CULINARY HERITAGE

STRAW WORKS AND WILLOW WEAVING

www.sodybasilas.lt
FB: Kaimo turizmo sodyba „Šilas“
EUGENIJA BAKŠIENĖ

ROMAS NORKŪNAS
Musteikos g. 1A, Musteikos k., Varėnos r.
+370 310 48 034

+370 615 45 762

BLACKSMITHING

JANINA OSZUSTOWICZ

STASYS TRUNCĖ

+370 615 96 368

Šancinių g. 3, Andriūnų k., Varėnos r.

fantazija.varena@gmail.com

+370 616 57 254
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VILNIUS
DIRECTION
VILNIAUS
KRYPTIS

Varėna district map

KAREIVONYS

ŽILINAI
UŽTILČIAI

Hillforts

DEGSNĖS

128

Parks, nature trails

Museums, expositions

NORVYDIŠKĖS
AUKŠTAKALNIS

VALKININKAI

NAUJIEJI
VALKININKAI

A4
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KAUNODIRECTION
KRYPTIS
KAUNAS

A4

ŽILINĖLIAI

PARUČIAI

GEIDUKONYS

Cultural, history
objects

DARGUŽIAI

Lielukas

Transportation services
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MATUIZOS
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Active leisure
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5009
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NEDZINGĖ
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SENOJI VARĖNA
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Information centres
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